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IMTROWOTIOM 
This p*p#z wae plwmeé orlgiaaXlj as a srltioal #%» 
sieies $0 aetermlxw %h# to whish a graduate studsut 
sould uM#£ stand and svaluat# a novel without turning to 
secondary sourees. I ehose Charles Siekens* Little 
Dorr it. having no oritioal preeomseptions about the novel 
and only the vaguest notions about Diekens generally. 
fart One of this paper is, then, ny reaetion to the novel, 
#y understanding and evaluation of it free from any 
influenee of Diekens eritios. I have tried to express 
and define my response to the novel by giving a detailed 
analysis of it. % thesis in fart One is that Little 
Dorrit possesses a teohnioal brillianee that is perhaps 
unexpeoted# It is a tightly oonstruoted and unified novel 
in wWLoh every element works to oreate the sense of a 
sooiety in whloh life is bleak and blighted, fhe elaborate 
plot, the many eharaoters, the varied strands of iaagery«—all 
are woven around the oentral image of the prison. 
âs the seeond step of the exereise, I consulted 
various Biokens eritios and eompared their remet ions to 
Little Per rit with my own. fhe idea was simply to see 
what I eould learn from other readings of the novel, to 
show the sort of oritioism the novel had received and how 
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it opmpared #ith my owa work. Two presents the 
xesmXtB of this research. Of aeoeemity, I have had to 
limit my appraisal of the ©ritice to a seleetioa» Griti-
oal eommeat oa the oae aovel aleae would seem to be 
uaeadiag* I have, however, outlined the varioue critios* 
views aad iaterpretatioa# la ooaeiderable detail beoattse 
I thought it might be valuable to other etudeate to have 
a detailed aooouat of Mttle Dorrit eriticisa ceatalaed 
la oae paper* 
Siaoe I wae, oa the whole, igaoraat of the social 
aad political backgrouad behiad the novel, I lacluded a 
third eectloa which was to eupply relevant backgrouad 
which might com tribute to ea uaderetaadiag aad evaluatloa 
of the aovel# Mere I depended oa critics who dealt 
directly with Dickeae aad his age. Sue ead result was 
to be a paper which would offer a close readiag of the 
aovel# as well as aa awareaeas of the various qualities 
of a work aad various approaches to it# 
PART 0MB 
Iff??# 
"A prison taint was on everything there#" 
(Chapter I.) 
The first impression the reader receives of Mttie 
Dorr it is of the complexity of its plot and of the mul­
titude of characters which fill its pages* Dickens 
balances and counterbalances the many plots and euO-plots 
until he creates a complex society within the novel, though 
the people in the novel corns from different strata of his 
society* their lives touch in such a way as to cause an 
elaborate interrelation between the major and minor threads 
of the story. Whether they realise it or not, ail of the 
characters of the novel, all of the members of the created 
society, are affecting one another's lives* Ihey may do it 
as individuals meeting individuals or they may do it as 
members of the society that is molding the individual# And 
this society that Dickens creates is not one whose effect 
on the individual is beneficial. It is a society that is 
narrow, restricted, and oppressing, a society whose symbol 
is the prison* 
Mttle Dorr it originally was to have been entitled 
Nobody's fault, a curiously negative title for a book that 
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appears to attack very positively cer bain aspects of 
Diokea#' society and to place the blame for these fault# 
in the moclety very equarely# Die ken# doe#, for example, 
attack a eociety that could ever have produced #uch aa 
institution a# a debtor s * prie on; he doe# expose the inef­
ficiency and corruption of the government through the 
Barnacles and the Oircumlccuticn Office; he dee# condemn 
the #ociety for it# religlcu# wor#hlp of money—but th# 
end result of Mttl# Dorr it would justify the original 
title* Dickene really blame# no individual or cingle 
group for this pria on-world# it is a dieeaae of the society 
that is a reflection of it# inherent decay# Dicken# sug­
gest# that such impri#cnment i# a condition of li^e in thi# 
world» that human exietenc# is life in a priecn. 
A sense of gloom and confinement pervade# little 
Dorrit. The phyeical scene# are described in terme of either 
darknee# and ruin or narromne## and eta^nancy. fhe cnar-
acter# of the novel are weary and restless traveller# on 
the "pilgrimage of life," and thi# pilgrimage 1# a wandering 
in a complex and de#olate wlldernes#, a journey through 
mazee in the mld#t of ruin and death* (Do live in the #o-
ciety 1# to live in a priaon-world, 
Dickene ha# evolved a plot which deal# with four Inter­
twining group# of character#; each of theae group# 
demcnetrate# a different form of criticisu of the eociety, 
another a#pect of the Imprieonment theme, fhere 1# the 
heroine Mttle Dorrlt and her father iHfilliam Dcrrlt and 
» 
the charactera aurrouad-iag them; Che hero Arùnur Uleimam 
and hla mothef and cheiz olrcle of charactere; the Barnacle 
clan and the other membere of the eooiety concerned with 
the Circuffllocutloa Office; and those characterm surrounding 
the capitalist Merdle# fhe eetbin^ of the novel is london, 
and Che most important single setting is the London debtors* 
prison* the Marshalaea, 
At this point, and before I begin to discuss the char­
acters as they are used as part of this intricate pattern, 
it seems imperative to take a look at she plot of the novel. 
It requires some courage even to attempt a parapiirase$ but 
basically Mttle Dorr it is the story of she family of a 
man who has been in the Marshalsea debtors' prison for 
twenty-three years, fhe children ox the family have grown 
up in the prison and one child, Amy or Little Box rit, has 
been born there. The first half of the novel, Book One, 
"Poverty," concerns the Dorr its* life in the prison. At 
the end of Book One, Little Dorr it* s friends secure Ific# 
Dorrit's release by their discovery that he is the heir 
to an uoclaimed fortune; in Book fwo, "Biches," the 
Dorrits undertake an extensive continental tour to try to 
erase the effects of their prison background, Mr. Dor rit, 
however, never succeeds in forgetting, and before his death, 
his mind fails and he believes himself to be back in the 
Marehalsea. His devoted daughter Little Dorr it also re-
members the past and lon^a for her friends, fhe other 
daughter fanny attempts to escape her background and 
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further her social aepiratiojae bj marrying idmaM Sparkler, 
the son of the wealthy Iter. Herdie. 
ïhe novel aleo tells the etory of Arthur Oleuaam, 
Glennam ie the eon of parent# who have ruined hie life 
with their materialimm and their aevere reliti,ion. At the 
beginning of Little Dorrit Glennam is returning to London 
after a twelve-^year exile in China where he hae managed the 
family buBineee. On hie return he finds that the mystery 
which hae always surrounded his invalid mother has deep-
em#d, and he ie disturbed by her association with a sordid 
adventurer Blandol## An important part of the plot con­
cer ns the resolving of the secrets of the Olennam family; 
the end of the novel reveals that Glennam is actually the 
son of a young singer whom hie father had loved and that 
Mrs* Glennam had taken him from hie mother, driving the 
young girl insane and later robbing her heir, JUittle Dorr it, 
of an inheritance, Mandois, who has been blackmailing 
Mrs# Glennam, is killed in tue collapse of the Glennam house 
at the end of the novel* 
Arthur is aleo aeeociated with the Measles, a wealthy 
middle-class family he has met while travelling# It is 
Mk# Meagles who introduces Arthur to hie business partner 
Dcyce, and it is Pet, the Meagles* daughter, with whom 
Arthur falls in love. Bet, however, to the disappointment 
of her family and Arthur, marries an artist, Henry Gcwan. 
The Meagles also have a maid, fattycoram, who leaves the 
family in angér and goes to live with Miss Wade, a 
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vladlotive and suapieious joimg woman who had once be#n 
in love with H#nry G(*faa$ At the end of the novel 
Tattjooram resume to the Meacilea, however, bringing with 
her paper a Miee Wade had been Iceeping for Blandole, paper a 
that reveal Mce* 01ennam*e orimea# 
Another part of jUittle Dorrlt center# around the oap-* 
italist Mr* Merdle, The fame of Merdle ia baaed eoleiy on 
his money, and uhie fame beoomea diagraoe when he oommlta 
anioid# after having loet all hie money and that of count"* 
leee other a in hia uneonnd apeoulationa. Glennam ia one 
of the people who lose their money in Merdle'a inveab-
ment#, and he is forced to go to debtors' prison until 
released by hia partner* The Doirita also lose their in-
heritanoe in the speculations. 
Among those who olueter around Merdle ar^ the Barnaolea, 
the family that oontrole the Ciroumlocution Office of the 
government. It ie bhe Circumlocution Office that has lost 
the records of the debts which put William Dorrit in the 
Marahalsea, and it is the Oircumlocution Office and the 
Barnacles who, with their policy of How Not To Do It, are 
preventing the inventor Doyce from giving his invention to 
the service of his country# Arthur ûlennam unsuccessfully 
tries to jolt the Circumlocution Office into action on 
both case#* 
At the end of bhe novel the various myeberiea have 
been resolved. The story be^aui with Blandois in a Marseilles 
prison and ends in the Marshalsea prison where JLlttle Dorr it 
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ûiirses Arthur Glenaam bacs to health. #iey are married 
at the ehtireh just outside the priaou and ULLtle Dorr it 
and Arthur go "doma into a modemt life of ueefulaeee and 
happinea#," 
I will discuss in some detail later in the paper the 
nee Dlckene makea of his opening and elosing chapters and 
the way in which he manipulate# plot and develops imagery* 
Since» however, Mokene* sucoeas in Little Dorrit ie closely 
involved with his creation of character, an analyeie of 
the way in which the characters are used in connection 
with the central image of the prison might provide good 
results# (As I shall try to show, the characters them­
selves seem almost to generate their own atmosphere and 
imagery#) Just as Dickens creates a complex plot, he 
also gives a sense of the real complexity and intricacy 
involved in the relationship of the individual and the 
society. Oharaoters are not, except for Little Dorrit and 
Blandois, just victims and oppressors. Though his char­
acters are reflections of the blighting effect of the 
society on people, they are also portrayals of the way 
in which people contribute to the restriction and oppres­
sion of themselves and of their society, 
William Dorr it is the character who is most clearly 
at the center of the prison theme# He has suffered physi­
cal imprieonment by oppressing institutions in the society— 
the debtors' prisons—and he also suffers the self-
imprisonment of a weak end vacillating mind. Dorr it's 
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story le a study of prison decay, a study of a man who 
has been marked and destroyed by prison life and by his 
own character so that even in the midst of riches and good 
fortune, he remain# "a captive with the jail-rot upon him, 
and the impurity of his prison worn into the grains of hi# 
eoul," He is a victim of his society and of himself, bat 
he also contributes to the limitations of the society and 
oppresses others with his selfish gentility# 
Dickens takes great care to present a detailed psy-
chological picture of Dorrit. In Chapter 6, "The father 
of the Marehalsea," Dorr it* s history from the time he en-
ters the prison is recorded. When he enters the Marshalsea, 
he is a helpless young man who &oes not even know why he 
has been impr iconed but who is very sure he will be out 
soon. His chief concern is the effect of the prison on 
his wife* Dickens describes his weakness and inability to 
handle his situation, his growing adjustment to prison life, 
and his gradual degeneration* 
Crushed at first by his imprisonment, he had 
soon found a dull relief in it. He was under 
lock and key; but the loctc and key that kept 
him in, kept numbers of his troubles out* If 
he had been a man with strength of purpose to 
face those troubles and fight them, he might 
have broken the net that held him, or broken 
his heart; but being what he was, he languidly 
slipped into this smooth descent, and never 
more took one step upward* 
Dorrit*s attitude toward his prison life is complex. He 
is proud of his title, "the father of the marehalsea," and 
feels that by gaining this recognition, he has provided his 
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family with a genteel poeitloa la the priaon. He is even 
vain of the number of years he hae spent in the Marshalsea, 
and he constantly oompliments himeelf on the say in whiah 
he has remained a gentleman, despite his surroundings. 
Dorr it refuses to see his own defeneration and fools him-
self intê pompQhs self-esteem* His fina^l ignominy is his 
acceptance of "testimonials" from his visitors, a form of 
charity which he pretends is a tribute to his position» 
Mis oarefully nurtured oomplaoenoy does give way, Wwever * 
when he oooasionally Is shooked Into his former sense of 
values# When a departing debtor presents him with a cop­
per, the smallest sum he has ever received, he momentarily 
realise# his own degradation. After he has urged his 
daughter little Dorr it to encourage John Ghivery, the son 
of the turnkey, so that her father might continue to enjoy 
special privileges, he is ashamed and for a moment aware 
of what he has done: 
look away from me, don't listen to me, stop me, 
blush for me, cry for me—JKven you, âmyS Do 
it, do it I I do it CO myself I I am hardened 
now, I have sunk too low to care long even for 
that# 
Bven as his daughter coaiforts him, hie violent self-
condemnation diminishes to a "miserable whining" and their 
usual relationship is resumed, bince her childhood, Little 
Dorrit has assumed the burdens of the family and has pro­
tected her father * "She knew well—no one better—that a 
man so broken as to be the jfather of the Marshalsea, could 
be no father to his own children." Mr# Dorrit accepts her 
n 
complet# devotion and self-sacrifice and even adds to her 
difficulties with his gentility which refuses to permit 
any reference to be made to the fact that his family mast 
work. Though she is completely devoted to him. Little 
Dorrit understands her father * s weakness and his position 
in the prison, ihen his possible release is discussed, 
Little Dorrit repliesi 
I have often thought that if such a change could 
oome# it might be anything but a service to him 
now# People might not think so well of him out­
side as they do here . * , he might not be so fit 
himself for the life outside. 
The first mention of mr. Dorrit after his release comes 
in Chapter 571 "Fellow-îravellers»'* The Dorr it s are among a 
group of travellers at a convent on a mountain in the Alps. 
Mr. Dorr it is referred to as the "Chief of the important 
trihe," and he is lofty and dignified in manner, tittle 
Dorr it finds a satisfaction in observing her father in hie 
new relet 
Handsomely clothed in his fur and broadcloths, 
rich, free, numerously served and attended, his 
eyes roving far sway among the glories of the 
landscape, no miserable screen before them to 
darken hie sight and cast its shadow on him. 
Mr. Dorrit still retains the effects of the prison upon 
him, howevert 
Hé had a sense of his digMty, which was of the 
most exquisite nature* me could detect a design 
upon it when nobody else had any perception of 
the fact. Hie life was made an agony by the 
number of fine scalpels that he felt to be inces­
santly engaged In dissecting hie dignity. 
He suffers this same uneasiness with servants and gradually 
Little Dorrit regretfully concludes that she will never really 
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see her father as he was before hla imprlàoameat, The sha­
dow of the Marshalsea wall is gblll upon him, even though 
it has altered its effect* 
Ihe relationship bëtween Litble Dorrit and her father 
has mow changed* He* Dorr it no Icn̂ êr needs her protec» 
tion and help, and he considers her almost as a painful 
reminder of his prison life* Me is always cautioning her 
t© act according to her new position, and in Ohapter 41 he 
tells her* 
AiV, you—*ha-*habitually hurt me* * * * Iher# 
is a—hum—a topic, , . * m painful topic, a 
series of events which I wish-^ha-^altogether 
to obliterate. This is understood by your 
sister, who has already remonstrated with you 
in my presence; it is understood by your bro­
ther! it is understood by—ha hum—by every one 
of delicacy and sensitiveness, except yourself— 
ha—I am sorry to say, except yourself# You, 
Amy-—hum—you alone and only you—constantly 
revive the topic, though not in words» • • • I 
deserve a return# I claim a return, I say, sweep 
it off the face of the earth and begin afresh. 
Is that much? 
Though his plea to escape the past is a sympathetic one, 
this scene emphasizes Dorrit^s inability to face reality. 
He refers to himself as a "gentleman unspoiled, unspotted." 
though, in his treatment of his daughter, he is even then 
revealing the effect of his background. Dickens* tone 
toward him is contemptuous; Dorr it is described during the 
scene as uneasy and rambling, and though he is upset by the 
conversation. Dor rit remembers to speak in a "carefully 
suppressed voice, lest the valet should hear anything." 
During his period of good fortune, Dorr it has many 
dream* for the future, dreams which Dickens refers to as 
a ne 1# building. Une of i»i# dree## i# to 
eee*r# bi# pi### ia #eQietjr **4 to ###*#%# hi# uneaeioe## 
bj ##tryi#8 the very proper #a& eocii^Ily #(HPf##t Nkr#. 
G###rml$ eao&her i# to iaorea## hi# W#al$h through hi# in-
v##timemt# in th# Merdle eater ;arie##. Dorr it* e reliao## 
on the eomveatien# of hi# #o#i#tjr, ## %#pr#e#nt#d by *:## 
General, mad on the iapertan## of money, as #ho#n in 
Werdl## fall# hi(&$ ho##ver. jbefore he die## ne leee# all 
knoeled*;,# of the preeent and believee himeelf b##m in 
priaon» At hie death, Dioken# #ay## 
All the lin # of Che plan of tii* great uaetl# 
melted, on# after another* ,^uietly$ quietiy, 
the rixled and #ro##'4euled oounGeaazi## on ehioh 
they mere tra##d$ became fair ami blank# ^uiet-» 
ly, quietly, the fao# #wb#id#<l into a fair younger 
liken### of her oen then #h# Little Dorrit h#& 
ever ###n *ader the grey hair, and #ank to re#t# 
A# hi# pri#on experienoe hae thromm a #hado* upon him, #o 
hi# oen eharaoter, hi# drewia# ajtMl aapiration#, have marred 
him, Diokenm* pereomifioation of Dorrit*# dream# a# a oaetle 
mhleh he i# planning fit# in eitu the eareful piotur# Dimken# 
ha# dr#mm of the dilapidated and ruined oameiee the Dorr it# 
have #e#a and #tay#d in during their Italian trip# Dickem# 
de#orib«# Dorrit*# death a# a pa##ing "f#r beyond the tel"" 
light judgment# of thi# world ; high above ite mi#t# and 
obmeuritie##" omiy ia death can j)orrit aaoape the prieoa 
of hi# mooiety and the melf-im]^i#onment of hi# own miad# 
After #iiliam Dorrit, *r#. Olenaam ie she character 
throMigh whom viokeu# moet clearly preaeac# hi# ;hem## 8he 
doe# aot #o much illuetrate the blighting effect of the 
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society on the individual, as the waj in which people 
oohtribut# to the restriction and oppression of themaelvem 
as well as others* Mrs. Uiennam hae ruined ùhe lives of 
those around her with her harsh and stern valvlnietlc 
religion and with her own desire for power* Ser son 
describee his parents' religion: 
Bcofeasore of a mtern religion, their very re­
ligion was a glooav saerifloe of tastes and 
sympathie# that were never their own, offered 
up am a part of a bargain for the eeourity of 
their poeeeselone# Austere faces, inexorable 
discipline, penance In this world and terror 
In the next—nothing graceful or gentle any­
where* . * e 
Mrs* Glennam is almost a projection of this religion* She 
is often pictured reading from the Bible, which Sickens 
merely calls "a book," which is "bound like her own con­
struction of it, in the hardest, barest, and straitest 
boards#" Mrs* ulennam has committed her orimes—robbing 
Arthur * 8 real mother of her child and of her inheritance 
and thus contributing to the girl*8 Insanity—because of 
her feeling that she la justified religiously, She de­
fends herselfs 
When, ai thin a twelvemonth of our marriage, I 
found my husband, at that time when my father 
spoke of him, to have sinned against the tord 
and outraged me by holding a guilty creature 
in my place, was I to doubt that it had been 
appointed to me to lay the hand of punishment 
upon that creature of perdition? fas I to 
dismiss in a moment—not my own wrongs—what 
was II but all the rejection of sin, and all 
the war against it, in which I had been bred?. . . . 
I was but a servant and a minister# What power 
could I ha%e had over them but that they were 
bounds in the bonds of their sin, and delivered 
to me# 
Ae Dickene hae oilticiaed the eociety's debvOir#* 
prlsoaa through Dorrlt, he is attacking the Galvtaistla 
religicm through *E@. Oleaaam. But as he has made it 
clear that Oorrit*e own weakness aW self-iapcieoning 
mind has also caused his shadowed life, ifiokens is careful 
to show that it is urs* Glennam's own desire for power 
that has twisted her crimes into religious appointments. 
Her self-imprisonment is literally true. ltrs« Olennam 
for fifteen years has not left her room, supposedly be-
cause of illness# In speaking of her confinement « however, 
she refers to it as her "visitation," and when Arthur speaks 
of his father * s remorse during his last hours, Mrs. Olennam 
replies* 
But let him look at me, in prison, and in bonds 
here, I endure without murmuring, because it 
is appointed that I shall so make reparation 
for my sins* Reparation? Is there none in 
this room? Has there been none here this 
fifteen years? 
In describing the Olennam house, Dickens further de­
velops Mrs* Olennam*s character. She is constantly spoken 
of as maimed, and the house is also maimed, supported by 
beams that act as crutches. She exists in a sort of living 
death, and hex house and her room are invariably des­
cribed in terms of death Imagery* 
Arthur followed him up the staircase, which 
was panelled off Into spaces like so many 
tablets, into a dim bed-chamber* 
the floor of which had gradually so sunk 
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black boleter, like the block ab a state e%e-
cutioa in the good old times, eat his mother 
in a widow's dress • « • there was no colour 
ia all the house # , « the dead-eold hearths 
showed ao traces of having ever been warmed. 
Mke Dorr it, Mrs. Gleaaam is always pictured in a 
shadowed atmosphere % the shadow a symbol of her self-
imfrieommehi* The houee also casts a shadow ove^ the en­
tire neighborhood, and at the end of the novel wh^en the 
old houee collapses, Mrs. Ulennam suffers the same sort of 
collapse. Ae they stand watching the tuuA>lin& fragments 
of the ruin, Mrs. Olennam drops **upon the etones; and she 
never from that hour moved so much as a finder a&ain, or 
had the power to speak one word." Mrs# Ulennam^e fate is 
to be permanently and inescapably imprisoned within herself. 
But She has alec permanently damaged her son Arthur. 
His life has been shadowed by his background. His parents* 
austere household and their strict religion have caused 
him to have an unhappy childhood; though he wants to have 
a closer relationship with his mother, ehe sets up a 
barrier between them that rejects him. Arthur is a 
dreamer and a romantic who would like to enjoy the plea­
sures of life, but his training has guided him into an 
unnatural graveness and sense of inferiority, when he 
falls in love with the young and pretty fet Meagles, he 
is never able to tell her of his love and instead estab­
lishes a frlend-of-the-family reidtionah^p with her* 
Arthur thinks of Little Dorr it as "my child," and he treats 
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her ae a father would treat a daughter# when they dl#'# 
cover their mutual love, hie attitude toward her still 
remaine very paternal; there it no sex involved in their 
loveI no sense of passion or foroe* Arthur deecribee 
himaelf as a man who has no will; 
(Drained by main foroe; broken, not bent$ 
heavily ironed with an object on which I 
was never ooneulted and whieh was never mine; 
shipped away to the other end of the world before 
Î was of age» and exiled there until my father's 
death there, a year ago; always grinding in a 
mill I always hated; what is to be expeeted 
from m in middle life? will, purpose# hope? 
All those lights were extinguished before I 
could sound the words# 
jUPthur is a victim of the blighting effect of the 
society; there is little sense of him ae a person who is 
self-imprisoned or who causes additional oppression in 
the society himself. The only way in which Arthur takes 
a role in the oppressing activities of the society is 
when he inveets his firmes money in the merdle specula-
tions. Even then, he is merely infected by an "epidemic" 
sweeping through the society, and he acts with the best 
of intentions* When Arthur is imprisoned in the Marshalsea 
for his debts as a result of these speculations, Dickens 
has another opportunité of showing the oppressive insti­
tutions of the society at work. Arthur, like Mr# j)orrit, 
is affected by the shadow of the wall. "His dread and 
hatred of the place became eo inkenee that he felt it a 
labour to draw his breath in it." Arthur's plight is 
never really serious, however ; when he is imprisoned, there 
is never any doubt tout that he will be there only temporarily. 
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Azthmz flade a oertaia happinee# and an escape from 
the narrowaess of hl@ life la Me love for Mttle Dorr It, 
(Their life together i® treated toy Dlokea# as an oasis of 
quiétude aad order la the midst of the maze aad turbulenoe 
of their sooiety. JBut the happlaesm allotted to them is 
mot a glorious eeeape out of the imprlsoaiag sooiety# they 
merely go dowa to a "life of modest usefulness*" aad there 
is the feeling that even this much of an eseape is rare. 
Die ken# evidently felt that his novel was primarily 
the heroine's story as he entitled it Mttle Dor rit# but 
the prison theme does not eenter in her. She has lived in 
the prisoa-world and in the actual marshalsea prison and 
has remained completely unmarred by the life because she 
possesses a goodness, almost a saintliness# thac immum* 
izes her from the effects of the experience. Little 
Dorr it has escaped the blight effects of the society, 
aad she is also free from any form of self-impr isonment 
or oppression of others. Dickens continually emphasizes 
her essential goodness and virtue, Like many of his other 
heroine8*<»Iiittie Nell comes to mind—Little Dorriy is 
child*like, delicate, and retiring, but despite her deli­
cate appearance, she is given great strength of character 
and a large capacity for earing for others, almost to 
the point of martyrdom, from childhood on, she has man­
aged the affairs of her family aad has assumed the burden 
of responsibility. Though she is accused by her father 
and by her sister of showing the mark of her prison-birth 
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upon her 4 Little Dorr it is actually the only member of 
her family who haa not been twieted by the ehado# of the 
Marehaleea prison* Diokene only once permits her to e%-
hibit any effeot of her environment# When her father ie 
released from the prison, Little Dorrit telle Arthur# 
It eeeme to me hard ... that oe should have 
lost so many years and suffered so muoh* and 
at last pay all the debts as well# It seems 
to me hard that he should pay in life and 
money both. , . . the prison# whieh oould spoil 
so many thing#, had tainted Little uorrit's 
mlad no more than this# g%endered a# the 
confusion was, in compassion for the poor 
prisonerf her father, it was the first #p#ôk 
Olennam had ever seen, it was the last speak 
Olennam ever saw, of the prison atmo#ph#r# 
upon her• 
And as she is free of the Marshalsea prison. Little i)orrit 
is also free from the society in which she lives. She is 
not caught up in its ma### or in its restrictions because 
she is, in her goodness, outside the society, 
Ih# same comment might be applied in reverse to the 
novel's villain, Blandois, who represent# an undiegui#ed 
brute evil which Is largely independent of the society. 
Dickens has one of his character# remark about Blandois: 
Iher# are people who must be dealt with as 
enemies of the human race ... who have no 
human heart, and who must be crushed like 
savage beasts and cleared out of the way. 
And again in Chapter 50» "The lord of a uentleman," Dickens 
describe# him: 
On thi# man, with hi# moustache going up and 
hie nose coming down in that most evil of 
smiles, and with his surface eyes looking as 
if they belonged to his dyed hair, and had 
had their natural power of reflecting light 
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stopped by some mimilaz pxoeeas, j*atur#, 
always true, and never working in vain, had 
set the mark, Beware I It was not her fault, 
if the warning were fruit lew. ®he ie never 
to blame in any much iaetanoe# 
Diekene endows Blandois with the traite of the etuok the-
atrioal villain; he ie dark and of a foreign appearance, 
clad in the traditional heavy eloak; he hae a thick mous­
tache , a high hook nose, eyes that are set too closely 
together, and a ewaggering, false air# Dickens even 
speak# of him in terms of serpent imagery; he ooile him­
self in chairs, hie cold white hands "lithely twisting 
about and twining one over another like serpents*" Animale 
and innocente inetinetively fear and despise him. 
Me redeems Blandois from being strictly a type, how­
ever, by characterizing him in other, more subtle ways* 
Rie hands are emphasised; they are "unusually small and 
plump; would have been unusually white, but for the prison 
grime." Blandois * actions symbolise nis personality» 
Ber#$ in dry clothes and scented linen, with 
sle.led hair, a great ring on each forefinger, 
and a massive show of watch-chain, Mr* Blandois 
ie waiting for hie dinner, lolling on a wiadpw-
a»at with his knees drawn up, # . , lis avaricious 
manner of collecting all the eatables about him, 
and devouring some with his ey#s, while devour-
ing others with his jews, was the same manner# 
His utter disregard of other people, as saown in 
his, way of tossing the little womanly toys of furn­
iture about, and crushing delicate coverings with 
hie big body and his great black head had the same 
brute selfishness at the bottom of it* 
Though Die kens is not blaming society for its Blandoises, 
even with him Dickens jabs at society. Blandois insists 
that he is a gentleman and that he ie like any of the 
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othez gemtlernea ia the society who live by their wit#. 
In Chapter 64 he telle Arthur# 
I sell miythiAR that eommamâm a price* How do 
your lawyers live, your pelitiolan#, your in-
triguexs, your men of the gKOhange! How do you 
live? . * . Have you sold no friend? * # » Society 
sells itself and sells me$ and I sell Society. 
In his Ineietence on his gentility, he is like *illiam 
Dorrit; in his emphasis on the importance of eommercialism, 
he is like the artist Menry Gowan, and when Blandois con­
fronts Mrs# Olennam with her history, there is the ocmstant 
suggestion that she Is equally as bad as he, despite her 
claim to be acting piously# though &landois* evil is 
evil undisguised, it can find its twin camouflaged but 
present in the society* 
The capitalist and speculator merdle is, however, a 
more pivotal eharaoter in the microcosm of society that 
Diokens has worked out than either the hero, heroine* or 
villain* ile is as much imprisoned in the maze of society 
as any of his victims, but if diokens has been most ap­
proving with tittle Dorr it, he is harshest with merdle. 
His name, a derJjmtXon of the word mer de# makes this clear 
enough* And in .aoWomming Merdle, ificken# is equally con­
demning his society, for Merdle is no real villain, no 
imposing evil, but only a reflection of the values of the 
people who worship him# The society pictured in Pit tie 
Dorr it is one which gravitates around money, and Merdle 
is famous throughout England solely because he controls 
a large amount of money. In discussing Merdle*s great 
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prestige, Dickens ooasieteatly use# religioue Isuaguage# 
He le not only Gonâemnimg the materialism of the society# 
but also the religion #hieh ha# become i4ientifled with 
material sucae##. ifiokens says of Merdle's famei 
nobody knew that the merdle of such high renown 
had ever done any good co anyone alive, or dead, 
or to any earthly thing . # . nobody had the saal-
leet reason for 6uppo#ing the elay of which this 
object of worship #a# made, to be other than the 
commonest elay, with a# olodged a wick «moulder­
ing Inaide of It as ever kept an image of humanity 
from tumbling to pieces# all people knew (or 
thought they knew) wa# that he had mad# himself 
immensely rich; and, for that reason alone, prcas­
trated themselves before him, more degradedly and 
less exousably than the darkest savage creeps out 
of his hole in bhe ground to propitiate, in some 
leg or reptile, the Deity of his benighted soul. , * . 
merdle* 0 ye sun, moon, and stars, the great man* 
The rich man, who had in a manner revised the 
Mew Testament, and already entered into the king-
dom of Meaven. She man who could have any one 
he chose to dine with him, and who had mmde money! 
As he went up the stairs, people were already 
posted on the lower stairs, that his shadow might 
fall upon them when he came dowai So were the sick 
brought out and laid in the track of the Apostle— 
who had not got into the good society, and had 
not made thie money. 
In worshipping Zkrdle, the jiAglieh society is, in 
effect, worshipping a Hog or reptile#" or filth. For a 
man who possesses so much power, who ie the "mastermind, 
of the age," Merdle is completely colorless, Dickens 
stresses his self "«effacement ; he has nothing to say for 
himself, never appear# to enjoy himself, and is "mostly 
to be found against wall# and behind door#," Merdle is 
always dismally strolling through his mansion trying to 
avoid the butler, his "oppressive retainer," Ho ie bullàed 
by his own butler, his wife complains of his actions, her 
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parrot bites him, and lie ie even coastaatlj ooavicting 
himself. Dickeae emphasises "that coastabulafcorj maaaer 
of hie$" his habit of standing "with hie hands crossed 
imder his uneasy coatouffs, clasping his wrists as if he 
were taking himself into custody»" 
There is a shadow over the figure of Merdle, too, 
a shadow which represents his own knowledge of his guilt. 
With his suicide and the exposure of his guilt* his for-
mer admirers cry, "he had been, after all, a low ignorant 
fellow," and the worship of his name becomes a "heavy 
muttering of the nam# of Merdle, coupled with every form 
of execration* " The shadow of the gerdle greatness that 
the people are eager to have fall upon them is the shadow 
of orime, for Merdle "the shining wonder, the new cons tel* 
lation to be followed by wise men bring gifts * * , was 
simply the greatest forger and the greatest Thief that 
ever cheated the gallows#" 
If Merdle is only a reflection of the values of the 
society# when there is some danger that these shaky values 
will entirely collapse; for just as Mrs# Uleanam's house 
falls to ruin, the edifice of speculations built around 
Merdle collapses with his suicide# Dorrit, Mrs. Olennam, 
and Merdle are all characters through whom Dickens criti­
cize® some aspect of the society—debtors' priGons, 
Calvinism, speculation—but they are also people who are 
products of the society, contributing to its restriction# 
and equally restricted themselves# 
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fîie Barnaeies as represeatativee of stupid and self-
interested goverameat are attacked as a part of the 
imglish society that is helping to destroy it# The 
Barnacles not only give England a corrupt and mediocre 
government ; in their tight grasp onto all government 
posts and departments, they "fan the flame" of the iWrdle 
epidemic and they prevent any progress or healthy change 
in the society, Dickens stresses their family partisan-
ship and their mquestioalog reliance on family prerogative, 
Their parisitical attachment to the lulin^, positions in 
England is resulting in a strangulation of the eociety 
which increases the narrowness and bleakness of the 
lives of the people and promotes oppressing institutions 
like the Circumlocution Office and the Marshalsea çrieon. 
Dickens approaches bhe Barnacles in broadly 
satiric way with his image of the "Barnacles sticking 
tightly to the ship of England," ge takes care# however, 
to choose members of the Barnacle family to depict as 
individualsi for example, Young Barnacle, lite Barnacle, 
Lord Décimas lite Barnacle, Ferdinand Barnacle, Young 
Barnacle is characterized by his foolishness, by his as­
tonishment that Arthur should actually demand bo know 
facts# and by hie eye-glass which he is constantly drop­
ping and having to retrieve, Tite Barnacle seems always 
to be "sitting for hie portrait to Sir i^iiomas lawrence," 
Lord Décimas at fet and Gowan*s wedding is; 
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The #indieet ozeatuie here: propoelng happlaees 
to the bride mad bridegroom in a eeriee of plat­
itude e, that would have made the heir of any 
eiaoere dieeiple and believer stand on end# and 
trooping, with the oomplacenoy of an idiotie 
elephant# among howling labyrinth# of sentenoe## • • • 
Ferdinand harnaole ie the engaging and agreeable narnaole 
who ia "likely to become a eta teaman and make a figure" 
beoause he fully understands that the government is a 
"politioô diplomatio hocus pocua piece of machinery#" 
It ia Ferdinand who obligingly explains the mazes of the 
Oiroumleeutioa Office to Arthur* 
Our place ie the moet inoffensive place po#-
Bible # * . we only ask you to leave ua alone, 
and we are as capital a Department as you'll 
find anywhere. $ . # It is there with the 
express intention that everything shall be left 
alone* • , # It*s like a limited game of cricket. 
4 field of outsiders are always going in to 
bowl at the Public service, and we block the 
balls* # # . Believe me, Mc. Ulennam, our place 
if not a wicked Giant to be charged at full 
tilt; but, only a windmill showing you, as it 
grinds immense quantities of chaff, which way 
the country wind blows# 
Ferdinand also telle Arthur that there will always be men 
like Merdle to swindle the public because "human bees will 
swarm to the beating of any old tin ketfcle." 
Passages like these not only show Dickens* resentment 
of the control of the government by tne gentry families 
like the Barnacle# and dtiltstalkings, but also his be­
lief that their ability to keep such prerogatives is owing 
to the complacency of the British people who tolerate the 
Barnacles and the Circumlocution Office. Dickens warns 
the English of Ghe dangeroua reaulta that may occur from 
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the Beraaole rule. la epeakloK of the Blum eectloa of 
Bleeding Heart Yard, Diokeae may#: 
Bleediag Me art Yard was ao iaappropriaue dem-
tiaatioa for a maa who had heea ia offloial 
oerreapeadeaee with my lords aad the jDaraaalea . . . 
Britaaai# herself mi^hb oome to look for lodgia& 
ia aieediag Heart Yard, some ugly day or other, 
if she overdid the Oiroumlooutioa office. 
Th# Mleediag iieart Yard iahabitaat# allow themselves, 
however, to be "escorted to the poll ia drovee by lord 
Decimus lite Baraacle, with colours flyiag aad the time 
of Rule Brltahaia playing#" 
Dickeas attacks the Olrcumlocutioa Office and ooa-
trasts Britain unfavorably with other countries when he 
describee the treatment of Dcyce, a talented inventor aad 
Arthur's business partner. Doyce, who has been seeking 
recognition for an important invention, has been treated 
by the circumlocution Office almost as a public offender 
and felon, and so hé has finally given up hope of ever 
being able to utilise his invention, le wishes to remain 
la Inglaadi but he receives so many offers of important 
position# in foreign countries and he is so poorly 
treated in his own country* he accepts a job with a 
foreign nation; 
This Power, being a barbaric one, had ao idea 
of stowing away a great national object in a 
Olrcumlocutioa Officeè , * . with characteris­
tic ignorance, it acted on the most decided 
and energetic notions of How to do it} and 
never showed the least respect for, or gave 
any quarter to, the great political science. 
How not to do it* é . , Accordingly, the men 
who were wanted# were sought out and found# 
which was ia itself a moeb uncivillxed and 
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Irregtilar *ay of prooeedlng. JBeing found, th#y 
*#ie treated with great ooafideno# and honour 
(which attain ehowed denee political ignorance), 
and were invited to oome at onee and do what 
they had to do. 
Doyoe receive# many honore from the foreign pover, but 
hie friend Nr. «Aeaglee explaine to Arthur* "«fe mustn't 
talk about that over here# . # # Acitannia ie a Britannia 
in the Manger""~#on't ^ive her children such dietinctione 
hereelf, and won't allow them to be eeen when they are 
given by other oountriee#" 
Doyce ië an important character in ULttle ijorrlt 
beoauee he ie one of the few people of whom Dickene eom-
pletely approve#* Though jjoyce Buffer# from the limitation# 
of the society# he is not defeated# he in no way con­
tributes to the oppreseion, and, in feet, manage# to 
find a way to eecepe the imprisoning mazes of the society# 
It ie eignifleant, however, that this %ay Involves leav­
ing England» The society, in losing such men as Doyee, 
1# losing Its chance to remove the entangling net that 
cover# it, 
Another character connected with the harnaclei:, 
henry Gowan, is used to show the break-down of the system 
of family prerogative. Gowan is related to the #arnacle 
family and #o is, according to the rules of the family 
bureaucracy, entitled to be **provided for." #hen his 
family connections with tne gentry fail to provide him 
with a position befitting his rank, he spites the 
Barnacle# by marrying Pet meagles, who ie without genteel 
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connectlojae but who AoeA have a wealthy father. G@#aa 
im an isolated figure in hie society; he has left hie own 
olaBB, but he retains a feeling of contempt for the lower 
middle-olaee Into which he haa married ani for the artie-
tic career he lias ohoeen. Ae a rerulc ofthe dJLaappointaent 
of his "great e%pectatione," Gcwan has become ojnical, 
criticizing everything and everyone and etrippin^ away 
all value8* 
Bver.yT;ody whom this (rOwan knew warn either mort 
or leea of an ase$ or more or leee of a knave; 
but waE, not^AÏbhmbandlng, the moet liveable, 
the most engaging* the slmpleet, truest, kind­
est, deereet, beet fellow that ever lived. ... 
*hile he eeemed to be finding good in mceb men, 
he did jJi reality lower it where it was, and aeb 
it up where lb wae not. ... To be in the halt-» 
ing etate of Mr. Henry Gowan; to have lefc one 
of two rowere in dis&uet, to want the neceeeary 
qualificatiooB for finding promotion with another, 
and to be loitering moodily about on neutral 
ground, cursing both* is to be in a situation 
unwholesome for the mind, which time is not 
likely to improve, 
Oowan iG himself a poor artist and he attempts to drag all 
art to his level by always proclaiming, like Alandols* 
What I do in my trade, 1 do to sell, what all 
we fellows do, we do to sell. If we didn't 
want to sell it for the most we can get for it, 
w# shouldn't do it# jaeing work, it has to be 
dona I but it*s easily enough done, all the 
reste is hocus-pocus. 
In hie bitterness about his condition in the society 
and yet Ms refusal to condone change, Gowan ie suffering 
another form of seIf-imprieonment. The collapse of family 
prerogative lllustratsd through hin is nf»t a sign of pro­
gress or healthy change, but a sign of degeneracy, another 
warning like the crash of the Vlennam house and the Msrdle 
investments. 
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i!h* family rapreeeatg the healthy element 
in the %ttl# Dorrit aooiety. Ihey are thoroughly jbngliah, 
poeaeeeing all of the virkuee of the miglish bûsinesA ola##, 
with* for the moet part, only ite lovable limitationa. 
j#r. Mea%lea ie In partloular the bluff, hearty, good-­
natured gnglieh busineae man. He ia deeoribed upon hie 
firet anpearanoe ae a man "with a whimsical ^ood humour 
on him all the time . . # taking up a determined position 
by putting hia hands in hi# pocket# and rattling his 
money," Ke he# many declmive opinions wrich he readily 
expresse#; for example, he believes jgngliah ia che only 
worthwhile language, refuses to learn any other, and ad­
dresses all foreigner# in English whether or not bhey 
#peak it, tie is conetantly proclaiming that he and Mrs. 
meagles are "practioal people,** producing their acts ef 
kindnee# as evidence of their practicality# mr. Mewi/lee* 
wife and hie daughter yet share the family characteris-
tios; they are homely, frank, and kind* 
though the meaglee are Characters of whom ifickene 
approve#, Mr$ Weagle# does have faults that mark hl"& a# 
part of the pri#on-#orld, Me patronizes Doyce, and he 
1# impreeeed by family conneci^ion#: 
His good friend had a weakness which none of us 
need go into the next street to find, and which 
no amount of Vircumlocution experience could 
long subdue in him# . . * In its [the Barnacle 
family] mtmeenee, hie frank, fine genuine qual-^ 
ities he was not so easy, he was not so 
natural, he was striving after something that 
did not belong to him, he was not himself. What 
a etzange peculiarity on the part of Mr* Meagles, 
and where should we find such another case. 
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When Pet married Henry Gowaa, of wrhom he dieapprovem, 
Mc. Meai&lea* oaiy comfort ie that Go#aa la "well conaeeted 
and of a very good family." Dlekeas oommeate* "It waa 
the only comfort he had in the loea of hie daughter, and. 
if he made the moat of it, who could blame him?" In hi# 
aw# for the Barnaolea, however* mr# mea^lee, like the 
j&leediag Meart Yard imhabitaata, la coatributiag to th# 
Barmacl# power ajma thue the aarrowneae of the eociety# 
Diokeas coaetmitly uaea the image of the ahadow to 
suggest Imprieoameat, and whea Mr. gea^lea confronta 
hia problem of love for Gowaa, it ie described aa 
a ahadow that ia over him. With the Meablea, i^ickena 
alao again uses hia device of deacribing their home by 
identifying it with the family* 
It atood in a garden, no doubt ae freah and 
beautiful in the may of the fear, as i%t now 
was in Che may of her life; and it was defended 
by a goodly ahow of handaome trees and spreading 
evergreens, aa i^t was by Mr. and Mrs# Meaglee. 
It was made out of an old brick house of which 
a part had been altogether pulled down, and 
another part had been changed into the present 
cottage; so there was a hale elderly portion 
to represent Mr. and mrs. Meaglea and a young, 
picturesque, very pretty portion to represent Pet. 
fet ia not an important character in the novel, but 
her futile attempt to unit# her father and Henry Gowan 
auggests the impossibility of reconciling thoae two ele­
ments in the society. 
There is no point in trying to rank the varioua 
other characters in term# of importance to the plot or 
the impri#onment pattern. One might pull out any one of 
the ©haxacters from the weh of relacioaships and find 
him part of the pattern of people, events, image® eireling 
around the central image and theme of the prison. One 
of the most eurious oharaotere in the novel. Miss wade, 
is intimately bound into the imprisonment pattern, 
Diokens ealls her a self "torment or * " and in order to 
point out more dramatically her rarped personality, in 
Chapter 4?, "the History of a Self-Tormentor, " Dickens 
inserts a letter to Arthur from miss wade narrating the 
story of her life. 8he is not a victim of society; she 
is a victim of her owa perverted view of life* Dickens 
has oritioised many of the oharacters for their willin&^ 
ness to be led, for their uncritical attitude toward 
their society, fade offers the other extreme; every 
kind action is to her one that is instigated by selfish*» 
nessf every act of benevolence is "swollen patronage#" 
While Dickens is warning against the uncritical trust 
that nourishes people like the fatriaroh Gasby, he also 
wishes to caution against the extreme suspicious dis­
trust of a person like Wade, fade*» attitude stems from 
the fact that she is an illegitimate child, but her un­
happy background does not justify her bitterness# In 
her constant suspicion, Wade isolates herself completely 
from other people and is looked within her own perverted 
world. 
Like the other characters, fade is associated with 
Dickens* shadow imagery. In Chapter Z she is described as* 
A hamâmome young gmgliehmoman# travelling 
quite alone» who had a proud observant faee, 
and had either withdrawn herself from the 
rest or been avoided by the reet—nobody, 
herself excepted perhaps, oould have quite 
deoided which. • • • The shadow in which she 
sat, falling like a gloomy veil across her 
forehead, accorded very well with the char­
acter of her beauty. 
Simply in the course of analyzing khe way in which 
Dickens usee his characters, we can beg,in to see certain 
characteristics of hie etyle and certain techniques 
which he uses to create the atmosphere of the novel* 
With Wade, Dickens again employs his device of describe 
Ing her eurrounding» in terms of her personality, allowing 
her characteristic state of mind to be reflected in the 
houses in which she stays. Like me. ulennam's, Wade's 
houses are associated with death, Mer house in Calais 
is a "dead sort of house, with a dead wall over the way 
and a dead gateway at the side ... an actempt had been 
made to train some creeping shrubs, which were dead. » . 
Her rented houses are dingy and dark, apparently empty; 
her living quarters are in "a stifling little apartment." 
Even her mirror is so clouded "that it seemed to hold in 
magic preservation all the fogs and bad weather it had 
ever reflected." 
Wade*s warping effect does not stop with her gardens 
or with herself, but extends into the lives of the people 
around her. She maliciously withholds information from 
Arthur about Blaadois, and ehe tries to harm Pet. In 
what seems to be a Lesbian relationship with fattycoram. 
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she tries to twist the you% felrl's life a# she ha# her 
owa« She sees ia îattyeoraa*® passionate ai%er a reflec­
tion of her own represeed rage» Mr# lleaglea denounce# 
Mlee #ade to lattjooram: 
I don't know what jau are* hut you don't hide, 
can't hide, what a dark gpirit you have within 
you* If it should happen that you are a woman, 
who, from whatever cause, ha# a perverted delight 
in making a eleter-Mfoman a# wretched a# she is 
(I am old enough to have heard of such), I warn 
her agalnst you, and I warn you against yourself. 
ids# Wade is a slave of her own temperament, hut Mp#$ 
iferdle, in her role a# the high priestess of society, one 
"who represent# and expresses gociety so well," becomes 
a slave to society, merely parroting it# dictums and 
patterning her life completely to it# exaction# until 
she become# incapable of any real human feelings# In 
describing mrs# merdle, Dickens say#* 
The lady was not young and fresh from the hand 
of Mature, but was young and fresh from the 
hand of her maid, yhe had large unfeeling hand­
some eyes, end dark unfeeling handsome hair, and 
a broad unfeeling handsome bosom, and was made 
the most of in every particular. 
When fanny and Little Dorrit visit Mrs, Mer die, the 
first thing they notice on entering her drawlog-rooa is 
a "parrot on the outside of a golden cage holding on by 
its beak with its scaley legs in the air, and putting it­
self into many strange upside-down postures* This 
peculiarity has been observed in birds of quite another 
feather, climbing upon golden wires." Dickens identifies 
Mrs. Merdle with the parrot; as the parrot has a cage of 
gold, she composes herself "voluptuously in a nest of 
ertmson and gold eusJiioas" | ae the parrot perlodlealljr 
mhriek#, "ae if its name were Booiety, " Mrs. mer die is 
identified with Society. Diakeae uses the ooxrespondeiioe 
between «rs, Merdle and the parrot to suggest the ruth-
lessness involved in "moving in Sooietj,* When he 
deeoribes the parrot*# "oruel beak and black tongue," 
its seeming to "aoek with a pompous danoe," he suggests 
Mrs. #srdle*s real attitude# 8he oontributes to the 
cruelty and restriction of her society, and at uhe same 
time, makes herself into an unfeeling ^^parrot" of 
society. 
Another society matron, Mrs, weneral, is an expres-" 
s ion of Dickens* disgust with conformity and r idiculous 
propriety# Like Mrs. Merdle, she oppresses others but 
she also destroys her own humanity, becoming #ith her 
"prunes and prism" philosophy a "Ghoule in gloves--
scratching up the dry little bones of antiquity and 
bolting them whole without any human visitings." 8he, 
too, is completely unnatural: 
A chalky creation altogether. ... If her eyes 
had no expression, it was probably because they 
had nothing to express. If she had few wrinkles, 
it was because her mind had never traced its name 
or any other inscription on her face. A cool, 
waxy, blown-cut woman, who had never lighted well. 
Her name suggests that the desire to exclude all impropriety 
and all that is disagreeable, to varnish everything over, 
is all too general in the society, though Dickens treats 
Mrs. Merdle and Mrs. General comically, it is comedy that 
is brutal and often bitter. 
Fanny Dozrlt represents another reaction that can 
come from the blighted baokgronnd of prison iife-«-drlving 
ambition# she is a ôKjr bharp sort of character who 
manipulates the restrietions within which she finds herself 
in the society to advance herself* In #ook One she tends 
to serve mainly as a foil to ULttle jJorritf her selfishness 
contrasting with ULttle Dorrit*s unselfishness, her lazi» 
ness contrasting with little Dorrit*s dutifulness# dhe 
is unable to recognize Little Dorrit*a goodness, and, like 
her father, fools herself about the family status, pre­
tending that their background is superior W that of the 
people they know, and refusing to recognize the ignominy 
of their position, like Gowan and hlandois and so many 
others, she rests her faith on the importance of money# 
When little Uorrit chastizes her for accepting a bribe 
from Mrs* Msr#ie, Fanny replies, "Would you let her put 
her foot upon your family and thank her for it? . # . 
u!hen make her pay for it, you mean little thing, what 
else can you make her do? Make her pay for it, you stupid 
child; and do your family some ëredit with the money." 
In Book fwo Fanny becomes #ore of an individual and 
less the selfish older sister. Fanny has some degree 
of intelligence and a capacity for self-examination and 
for considering the motives and actions of others. One 
of the major goals in her life is to defeat Mrs. Merdle 
in society. She explains to little uorrit Mrs. Mer die * s 
changed attitude now that the Derrits are wealthy* "Don't 
you see that I may have become a desirable match for a 
doâdle?'* Paimy is able to reoognize Mrs* Merdle*e 
ijQSoleace and faleeneee ae her father, for example, can­
not, but she is so molded by her background and by the 
society around her that instead of wishing to escape 
such people as ms. Mer die, she wants only to emulate and 
overcome them# «when ehe contempla tea marriage to 
ËdmMAd Sparkler, âSrs. Merdle'e son, ehe analyzes her­
self to Little worrit# 
It wouldn't be an unhappy life. Amy. It would 
be the life I am fitted for* whether by die-
position or whether by ciroumetance, is no 
matter; I am better fitted for euch a life 
than for almost any other, • • • I am impa­
tient of our situation, I don't like our 
situation, and very little would induce me 
to change it. other girls, differently raised 
and differently circumstanced altogether, 
might wonder at what I eay or may do, let 
them. Ihey are driven by their lives and 
charactersI I am driven by mine. . , I 
know that I wish to have a more defined and 
distinct position, in which I can assert 
myself with greater effect against that in­
solent woman, 
fanny begins her "moving in Society" recognising to come 
degree the restrictions and limitations of such a life, 
but unable because of her own limitations even to con­
ceive of escaping. Instead she eagerly desires, like her 
father before her, to acquire a prominent position in the 
prison-^forld, 
Tip, Fanny and Mttle Dorr it* s brother, remains in 
the stock role of the ne'er-do-well brother through both 
Books One and tffwo, but Aederick Dorr it, "the ruined 
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mole In the family group," is an imtereetiog créabion. 
Though not Imprisoned in the narshalsea, the effect of 
the family*s business collapse has been to cause him to 
become a ruin himself; his decrepit appearance and his 
wandering and broken mind sj^xa# the^effects cf his life 
in the society* In jdcck 0ne Dickens pictures the old 
man at his work as a clarionet player in a small music-
house# As he sits in the orchestra pit# it is as if he 
were at the bottom of a "great empty well#" an apt image 
for his vacant mind: 
$he old man looked as if the remote high gal-
lery windows# with their little strip of sky, 
might have been she peint of his better for-
tunes, from which he had descended, until he 
had gradually sunk down uelow there to the 
bottom# me had been in that place six nights 
a w#@k for many years# but had never been ob­
served to raise his eyes above his music-book# 
and was confidently believed to have never seen 
a play, • • « îhe carpenters had a joke to the 
effect that he was dead without being aware of it. 
Even though his appearance makes him, as fanny says, 
"not presentable" in society# Frederick Dorrit is able to 
recognize and appreciate Iiittle Dorr it* s goodness. 
On the other hand, the source of Christopher Casby*s 
benevolent reputation lies in hie very presentable appear-
ance# Bis long# sil#y grey hair and his shining bald 
head# plus his benign expression, have earned him the 
name the Patriarch, uaeby is the owner of Bleeding Heart 
Tard, and though in appearance and manner, he is benevo­
lent and virtuous, in reality he is ordering his rent 
collector# Mr# Pancks# to "be sharper with the people # . , 
you must squeeise them." fith Casby, Dickens is not only 
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demouaciAg another reatrieting element in the ©ociety— 
the hypoeritical benevolence that is aetnally entirely 
se If-concerned, but he is also attacking the publie who 
i# taken in by it. The Bleeding Heart Xard tenants uni­
versally dislike Uasby's grubber Paneks and worship the 
owner Mr# Oaeby* When fanoks finally exposes vaeby before 
the Bleeding Heart Yard populace « Die kerns hae &m&ke say# 
You're one of a lot of impostors that are the 
worst lot of all the lots to be met *ibh# 
Speaking as a sufferer by both, I don't know 
that I wouldn't a# soon have the Merdle lot 
as your lot. You're a driver in disguiee, 
a screwer by deputy, a wringer and squeezer, 
and a shaver by substitute# You're a philan­
thropie sneak. You're a shabby deceiver. I 
tell you, good people-—Ôasbyî ... If you 
want to see the man who would flay you a live-
here he isî Don't look for him in me at thirty 
shillings a week, but look for him in Gasby, 
at I don't know how much a year# 
Then, carrying out a threat that he has earliei made, 
Paneks snips off the JAtrlarch's hair, mutilates his hat, 
and leaves him a "bare^polled, goggle-eyed, big headed 
lumbering personage" who, his benevolent appearmnce 
stripped away, is only then recognised by nleeding Heart 
Yard as its real oppressor* 
Besides using Paneks as the instrument of uasby's 
exposure, Dickens uses him as a means of showing a preva­
lent attitude in England. Though Panoks will not suffer 
the Patriarch forever, his philosophy and his aind have 
been cramped by his environment and he continues to 
spread oppression himeelj; despite personal kindness. It 
is he who persuades Arthur to invest in the Mer die 
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enterprlzee amcl he tells Arthur: 
I like buGlneGw# . . # whac elee do you euppoae 
1 think I am made for? Ho thing# , * Keep me 
at it, aad I'll keep you at it, you keep aome-
body else at it* 2her% you are with the whole 
Duty of Man in a Uommeroial oouatry# 
Dickens chooeea one family from among Vaeby*# Bleeding 
Heart Xaxd tenants to individualize, the family of 
Plerniah the plaaterer. Ate a# Plornieh ia a young woman 
who, like Mttle Dorrit, im devoted to her father, Old 
Manây; %he is "so dragged at by poverty and bhe ohildren 
together, that their united foroe# had already dragged 
her face into wrinkles#florniah ie pictured as "one 
of those many wayfarere on the road of life, who seem to 
be afflicted with aupernatural corns#" Dhe j^loraiehes 
are proud to know the Dorrits as "people of such distinc-
tion»" and Mr* Plorniah admires William Dorrit'e gentility, 
"his manners, his polish#" Like so many other people in 
the novel, JPlornish^s mind is misty. Dickens describes 
him as he ponders the reason for his own and the bleeding 
Heart Yard inhabitants' difficulties: "fhus, in a prolix, 
gently*growling$ foolish way, did Plornish turn the tangled 
skein of his estate about and about, like a blind man who 
was trying to find some beginning or end to it*"* When the 
Plornishes achieve good fortune in j)ook fwo, benefiting 
from the Dorr its' inheritance, they soon find themselves 
entangled again by their engaging in a minor way in the 
speculative fever present# 
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Am a eiga of their temporary ^ood forbuae, however» 
Nre# Ploraleh hae redecorated, her parlour, paiatia& the 
#all( 
To repremeiit the exterior of a thatched cottage; 
the artiet having iatroduoed (in as effective a 
maimer ae he found compatible ^ith their highly 
dieproportieaed dimemeioae# the real door and 
*iado#, The madeet eunflt^wer and hollyhock were 
depicted as f%uri#hiag with great Itucuriance on 
this ruatio dwelling while a quantity of deaee 
emoke imeuing from the ohimaey indicated good 
cheer within* and aleo, perhape, that it had not 
been lately eweft# • • • fo come out into the ehop 
after it was ehut, azkd hear her father eiag a eong 
inside this cottage, was a perfect faetoral to 
amcB. Ploraieh, the Golden âge revived. 
While the Meaglee oan afford to have their country cottage# 
the Plorniehes must be content with a counterfeit paetoral, 
(Little Dorrit'e chivalrous euitor, John Ohivery, alao 
take# refuge from hie misery at his rejection by little 
DorrIt In a "grove of aheeta," hie mother's laundry hanging 
on the line.) 
All this le, of oourae, intended for comic effect, but 
Dloken# ie aleo making hie point# There are a number of 
minor characters in the novel who eeem to have little Im­
per tance la the plot and who are primarily comic figure#, 
but nevertheless each one of them ie in some way Involved 
in the central pattern of the novel, jgdmund Sparkler, 
for example# is continually being depicted in comic eltu-
ationm-—-with hie one eye peering out ef a carriage at 
Paaay, falling from hie gondola; but despite Sparkler'# 
stupidity and hie complete umfitnese for the position, 
he is made one of the high offleials of the Circumlocution 
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Office, «imply beoauee of the mxûle money and influence. 
The demented giil Maggie# #ho ia alwayé thinking longingly 
of the comfort m of hospitals, is intended primarily to 
dramatime little ilorrit*e goodness as her "tittle Mother, " 
but she has been allowed to wander in the society, home* 
less# with no protection except that afforded by little 
Dorr it# Affery and Jeremiah fllntwinch, Mr®, wlennam's 
employees# are amusing characters, but they also fit into 
Die kern# interweaving pattern, flintwinch, who is as 
mechanically hard and cruel as his nam# indicates# al-
ways looks as if he has just been hanged* Affery# in 
her complete sujection to the two clever ones#" her fears# 
and her habit of being caught with her apron over her 
head# illustrates the self-imprisonment of a weak nature# 
Her "dreams" in which she gradually discovers the secrets 
of the Olennam past are used as a tie-in with the misty 
atmosphere that surrounds the entire novel. Affery's 
dreams offer an ironic contrast to those of the other 
characters# Bhe calls the reality of what she sees a 
dream# while the others see their illusions# their dreams, 
as reality. The most entertaining character of the novel 
is probably Flora finching, Gasby's daughter and Arthur's 
childhood sweetheart. Her change from a charming lily to 
an embarrassingly silly peony is another source of disil­
lusionment for Arthur on his return home, but in her incoherent 
and loquacious speech, she again illusCrates the confu­
sion in which all of the people find themselves. Her 
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Btrang# charg®, Mr. f*8 Aunt, deecrlhed always as a bat­
tered wooden doll or a meohanioal clock# is not hmman 
enough even to have a name. 
In discnsslng character# I have necessarily discussed 
the atmosphere and the ima^^ery of the novel, hut a more 
direct working out of some of the major image patterns 
should show the way In which Dickens develops his total 
design. One of his major strategies for the or&aniza-
tion of Little Dorr it is his use of travel imagery. Me 
B%%gests that the characters are travellers in life who 
are destined to meet and to affect one another ' e lives # 
In Chapter 2 he has Miss fade state this idea# 
In our course through life we shall meet the 
people who are coming to meet ug, from many 
stxang# places and by many strange roads, and 
what it is set for us to do to them# and what 
it is set to them to do to us, will all be 
done ... you may be sure that there are men 
and women already on their road# who have their 
business to do with you, and who will do it. 
Of a certainty they will do it. Ihey may be 
coming hundreds, thousands of miles over the 
sea there; they may be close at hand now; they 
may be coming, for anything you know or anything 
you can do to prevent it, from the vilest 
sweepings of this very town. 
Miss fade is intentionally trying to frighten Pet with 
this speech# but Dickens suggests this idea of fat# 
uniting people over and over again. Uhapter 1 has al­
ready emphasised that Marseilles is a refuge for 
travellers from many lands, and Dickens has shown 
Blandois and Baptist in the Marseilles prison, thus 
creating an expectation that they will appear again, some­
how Involved with Arthur, the Meagles, and Miss fade. 
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At the end of Chapter 2 Diokene saym: 
The oaravan of the mofning, all diepereed went their 
appointed wajra# And thue ever, by day and night, 
under the enn and under the stars, èlimbing the 
dnety hill# and toiling along the weary plaine, 
journeying by land and journeying by eea, coming 
and going eo strangely, to meet and to act and 
react on one another, move all we reetleee travel-
ler# through the pilgrimage of life# 
Dickenm plcka up the motif again ia Chapter 1$ when he 
describes fire in jfee# Olennam'e room* 
8traii:;C, zf the little elck-room fire were in 
effecc a beacon fire, eummoning aome one, and that 
the moab unlikely aome one in the world, to the 
apot that mmet be oome to# t^trange, if the little 
sick-room Tight, were in effect a watch-light, 
burning in that place every ni^t until an ap­
pointed event ehould be warched outf Which of 
the vast multitude of travellers under the sun 
and the etar#, climbing the duaty hills ana 
toiling along the weary plaine, journeying by 
land and journeying by #ea, coming and going ao 
strangely to^meet and to act and re-act on one 
another, which of the host may, with no eue-
picion of the journey's end, be travelling 
surely hither. 
In keeping with this pattern ikickene eets up in such 
passages, the characters are continually engaged in travel. 
At the beginning of the novel, Arthur, #ade, and the 
Meagles are just returning from a sea voyage* hlandois 
and Baptist travel from Marseilles to lK)ndon* In Book Two 
the Dorrits undertake their continental tour through 
Europ#, and Pet and Uowan, andagain Blandois, also travel 
to Italy. *ade is constantly moving from place to place, 
and Arthur travels about in eearch of information about 
Blandois. 
Two chapters in the novel are entitled, "Fellow-
Travellers," the second chapters of Books One and Two. 
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la the chapter in Moot îw© Diokeiim Is again pr#e#mting 
a gZQiip of traveller a who have oome to&ether la the course 
of their journeylo&a. though the charaotera are now all 
known to the reader, Dickene treat# them anon̂ noualj until 
the end of the chapter. He i# onee more trying to give 
the effect of live# accidentally, but fatefully, coming 
together. Dickens introduce# the oharaotere in this chap-
y 
ter a# if they were stranger® to the reader ; he uses this 
device repeatedly throughout the novel with Ulandois. 
JBaoh time he reappear## he ie deecrihed ae if he were a 
new character # Dickemm uses this device to embue BlaMoie 
with an added air of myetery and to create the effect of 
hi# being an evil, ever ready to sweep down unexpectedly 
upon the ether#. 
The u#e of thi# traveller strategy enable# Dickens 
to evolve an elaborate set of relationships between his 
character# and to use coincidence plausibly. Another ad­
vantage it has is that it allows him to extend the 
implications of his story. Me is #ug(̂ esting that he is 
not merely narrating a story of one group of lives that 
mysteriously come together, but that he is using thi# 
story as an example of the way life bring# people to­
gether. With allegorical statements such as "the travel­
lers to all are on the same high road # . , only time 
shall show us whither each traveller is bound," Bickens 
suggests a panorama of life of which the Little Dorrlt 
story is only a part. 
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Another way In which Diekenm er#at#a thia effect i# 
by always stressing the complexity of life, its turbulence* 
He will, for eacanple, write of a riven 
Afithin view was the peaceful river, # . . let 
the heart swell into what discord it will, 
thus piety# the rippling water on the prow of the 
ferryboat ever the same tune • . • nothing un­
certain or unquiet, upon this road that stead­
ily runs away; while you, upon your flowing road 
of time, are $o capricious and distracted# 
Or when he describe# Mr# DorrIt*8 trip to Rome, he speak# 
of his party having "thence scrambled on to gome as they 
could, through the filth that festered on the way*" Dickens 
end# his novel with Little juorrit and Arthur stepping out 
together "down into the roaring streets, inseparable and 
blessed{ and as they passed along in sunshine and shade, 
the noisy and the eager, and the arrogant and the fro-» 
ward and the vain, fretted, and chafed, and made their 
usual uproar," 
Working with the emphasis on the turbulence and com­
plexity of life are Dickens* repeated mist anû marne images# 
The I#ndon streets are spoken of as narrow mazes; the 
neighborhood of the Ulennam house is a "labyrinth"; the 
trip up the yt, Bernard mountain Is a trip through maxes 
of mist and cloud* Beside this mase imagery in connec­
tion with the setting, the people, a# I have already 
noted, are caught up in labyrinths or mazes# mrs. Ulennam's 
face is a "gloomy labyrinth of her thoughts" ; Gowan has 
a net about Pet; Frederick Dorrit is lost in a "labyrln-
thian world." The entire trip through Italy seems a misty 
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dream to little Dorr It, and whem allllam Dozrlt diem# he 
leaves '*tMs Ignorant life full of mists and obsouzItles." 
âgalû, Dlokens wishes to suggest that the people In his 
soolety are "travellers" through a oomplex and desolate 
life with rests lotions which they do not even peroelve 
noSf of oouraay understand. 
Dlokeas* two most Important chapters teohnloally are 
Chapter 1 of hook One, "Bum and Shadow," and the chapter 
In Book fwo that I have been discussing, "Pellow-uaravellers," 
Both chapters differ in tone from the rest of the novel 
in that Dickens Is emphasising the physical scene and 
setting up a my#terloua atmosphere and a tone almost of 
foreboding-—there Is the sense of a blank stage about to 
be filled with action# for example. In "Bxm and Shadow" 
Dickens Is describing In great detail a hot day In 
Marseilles# 
There was no wind to make a ripple on the foul 
water within tne harbour, or on the beautiful 
sea without# The line of demarcation between 
the two colourst black and blue, showed the 
point which the pure sea would not pass; but 
it lay as quiet as the abominable pool, with 
which It never mixed. 
Dickens then switches to a description of the shadowy and 
unhealthful Marseilles prison# In "fellow-i'ravellers" 
Dickens Is describing the mountain pass of the Wreat 
Saint Bernard Mountain in the Alps, the scene is a lonely 
one dominated by a cold whiteness and by mists and sha-
dows. Dickens uses death Imagery and Imagery that suggests 
broken and ruined things; 
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m ©jcaggy tracki up which fciwe mules in single 
file, earambled mad turned from block to hleok, 
a# though thej were aseending the broken etaiz-
case of a gigaatie ruin, was their way now. No 
trees were to be eeen# nor any vegetable growth, 
save a poor brown scrubby moee, freezing in the 
ohinke of the rook# Blackened skeleton arm# of 
wood by the wayaide pointed upward to the con* 
vent# as If the ghosts of former travellers oveje« 
whelmed by the enow haunted the scene of their 
distress* Icicle-bung caves and cellars built 
for refugee from sudden storms, were like so many 
whispers of the perils of the place; never-resting 
wreaths and mases of mist wax^ered about, hnnted 
by a moaning wind} and snow, the besetting danger 
of the mountain, against which all its defezwes 
were taken, drifted sharply down. 
Again, Dickens turns from a description of the physical 
world of nature to center in on the convent, which has the 
atmosphere of a prison and which even looks like a prison. 
It is signifioant that the first chapter that deals with 
the Dorrits after they are away from the Marshalsea pic* 
tuxes them attain in a prison atmosphere# (The mystery 
and sense of foreboding that Dickens wishes to establish 
for these introductory chapters to j*ook One and Two is 
a presage of the plight of the characters» j&stablished 
as they are in such a society and with tneir weaknesses 
nourished by the society, there is little hope that they 
can achieve any sort of fulfillment or happiness# 
The chapters illustrate uhe tight construction of the 
novel and the careful manner in which Dickens is working to 
achieve an organic unity. The first chapter establisi^as 
imagistic and thematic patterns which appear over and over 
throughout the novel, the title of the chapter, "Gun and 
Shadow," and the contrast between the "staring sun" of 
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Mareeillee ami bae shadow of the MajteeiXles prison im» 
mediately emphasize one of the important images in the 
novel* i*he shadow is the shadow of the prison, and through­
out Little Dor rit the sign of imprisonment is a shadow 
falling ovoT the person. JBven the sun of the opening is 
an unfriendly sun that is glaring and aching, too intense 
to withstand, ±he first scene takes place in a prison that 
is dark and repulsive# a place like a tomb or vault# 'fhe 
jailer's innocent little daughter feeding the "jail birds* 
foreshadows the figure of Mttle Dorr it* There is tne 
water imagery which Diokens will continue to use# Mght 
clouds of mist are rising from the sea, and as Jean Baptist 
listens within tne prison, he hears outside "a raging 
swell of sound," immediately establishing the image of 
the turbulency and uproar of life. Blandoie* speech in­
sisting he is a gentleman even though he is a prisoner 
anticipates William Dorr it, as well as the theme of gen­
tility which runs through the novel. Dickens ends the 
chapter with a paragraph which sets the whole novel in 
the context of the universal panorama of life: 
The wide stare stared itself out for one whi/e# 
the sun went down in a red, green, golden glory; 
the stars came out in the heavens, and the fire-* 
flies mimicked them in the lower air, as men may 
feebly imitate the goodness of a better order a£ 
beings I the long dusty roads and the interminable 
plains sere in repose—amd so deep a hush was on 
the sea, that it scarcely whispered of the time 
when it shall give up its dead# 
Diokens can then go on and bring all of these motifs into 
his design. 
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All Of the e*btia&# of tb* aovel oeater arowna the 
Idea of the eoelety ae a pileea-*o%ld, Imagee of ruin 
and darkoee* dominate, uad theie i* alwaye a eeaee of 
narrowaeae, ooafiaemeat. It ie aearly always a rainy day 
in loodoa. ±%e etreetB are aarro* aad ohoked with soot. 
Chapter ), "Home,* describe* Arthur's iapreseioas of 
londoa when he first returns from Ohiua* 
It was a buaday eveain# ia Aoadon* gloomy, close 
aad scale. Maddeaiag ohuroh bells of all degrees 
of dissoaaace, sharp aad flat# oracked aad clear# 
fast aad slow, made the brick-aad-mortar echoes 
hideous# aelaacholy streets ia a pealteatiai garb 
of soot, steeped the souls of the people who were 
ooademmed to look at them out of wiaaows, in dire 
despoadeaoy* la every thoroughfare, up almost 
every alley, aad down almost every turaiag, some 
doleful bell was throbbiae, jerkia&, tolling, as 
if the Plague were ia the city aad che dead-carts 
were goiag around* 
Whea little Dorrit aad Maggy spend the aight in the Jùondoa 
streets, they experience "the shame, desertioa, wretched-
aees, aad exposure, of the great capital; the wet, iWb# 
cold# the slow hours, and the swift clouds, of the dismal 
night*" The city is everywhere ugly, confining, aad cruel. 
The various sections of loadoa from the elite Barley 
Street where the Merdles reside to the slum district of 
Bleeding Heart Yard are all described as narrow aad dead# 
Bvea on the Dorr its' journey they pass through squMld 
villages with houses whose gardens are choked with weeds. 
Rome is dirty and diseased; their house in Venice is moulder-
lag aad withered. 
Besides his use of imagery aad theme to organize 
little Dorr it. Dickens constantly manipulâtes the plot; 
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he will deal with one plot for several chapter*, reach 
sua imterestiag poiat or climax, aad then switch his at­
tention to one of the other sub-plots for a few chapters. 
Utilizing this technique of the serial writer, Dickens 
creates interest and suspense and is able to hold the 
attention of hie readers through tne course of a really 
long novel; for example, he will be dealing with the 
Patriarch and Bleeding Heart Yard, and then will switch 
the story to Little Dorrit, then to Mrs* flintwinch*s 
dreams, then to Gowan and the Mea&les. Dickens makes 
little attempt to provide transitions between these pie* 
switches; he merely drops one story and concentrates on 
another * He is able to do this because of his traveller 
device and because he has already established his network 
of imagés uniting everything in the novel, 
These plot switches are often accompanied by abrupt 
tone switches; for example, following chapter 1 which has 
set up the mysterious, anti-human tone of the Marseilles 
prison is a chapter which contains a great deal of good-
humored action and conversation, rather than a lyric passage 
of description. In the same way the first chapter of Book 
Two which describes the gloomy climb up the mountain is 
followed by a facetious description of Mes. General. 
Dickens also creates interest by making the render wait 
for various characters to appear again or for certain 
things to be explained; for example, the reader is always 
waiting for Blandois* reappearance and for the puzsle of 
fancks* fortune-telling to be solved. 
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Diokena does not leave vaxioue loose emde of the plot 
to be wound up hastily at the end of the novel. He unfolds 
his plot gradually and oarefully, making preparations for 
event# that are to ooour. fanok# doe# not just happen to 
trace the Dorrit family history# following the notioe# of 
estate advertisements is his hobby; the collapse of the 
Olennam house is prepared for when Dickens mention# in 
the early chapters that it has had to be propped* Jl'here 
are really three major climaxes in the novel, the first 
climax occurs at the end of Book One when the Borrits 
receive their inheritance and they leave the Marshalsea; 
the second, when the Merdle #peculations fail and Me. 
lierdle commits suicidef the third, at the end of the novel 
when th# mystery surrounding Mes* Ulennam is revealed, 
Blandoi# is killed, and Little Dorrit and Arthur are 
married. With the end of Book ûne there is a feeling of 
finality, am almost theatrical pulling down of the curtain 
over an era: "Th# attendant, getting between Olennam and 
the carriage^door, with a sharp *By your leave, sir!* 
bundled up the steps, and they [the Dorr its] drove away." 
The second climax also leaves the reader with this feeling 
of finality. The exposure of Mr. Merdie serves as a pro­
logue to the concluding activities of the novel. It is 
significant that both of these climaxes involve money, 
and that Dickens has entitled his two books, respectively, 
"Poverty," and "Riches." Regardless of whether the people 
poor or rich, they are living in a state of spiritual 
and moral bleakness. 
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If the first iapression the reader reeeivee of Little 
Dorr it ie of the length and complexity of the plot and the 
huge east of oharaotera in the novel, the final impression 
1# of the brillianoy and the craft with which Biokene has 
ordered all those pages, the way in which he has ingeniously 
concentrated all the force of his art on his central con­
cept of the prison, which is at the same time theme, image, 
and symbol. &#r# is a satisfaction in seeing the rich 
variety of the novel and yet its organic unity. 
fhe novel is not, however, perfect in its working out 
of its central design. Dickens is sometimes too anxious 
to make sure the reader does not miss out on effects he 
has arranged. X have discussed the way in which Dickens 
uses imagery and symbolism to develop his characters and 
to make them work on two or three levels. With mrs, 
Olennam, for instance, he has succeeded in condemning the 
religion she represent# and in giving her force as a per­
sonality. The shadow imagery which he uses to suggest 
imprisonment works especially well with William Dcrrit in 
showing the prison decay which has destroyed him. Buch 
devices as identifying Mrs# lier die with the parrot are 
excellent in their implication# and the way in which they 
sum up the character and the point Dickens wishes to make. 
But, unfortunately, Dickens often overdoes these symbols 
or spoils his technique by explaining his own effect# away. 
The shadow falls too often and too frequently over various 
characters. At first Dickens makes the identification 
T»etw#em Item. Merdie and the parrot eubtly and oleverlj$ 
but la Chapter 53» "Mrs. Merdie*8 Gomplalat," he feels 
obliged to interpret for the reader aad #aj direotlj* "the 
parrot on a neighbouring stem watching hex with hi# head 
on one aide# as if he took her for another splendid parrot 
of a larger epeoiee#" Again, Diokena will characterize 
Blandoie by showing the way in which he mietreat# furni­
ture as he mistreats people* Aut instead of allowing the 
reader to read his symbol, Dickens explains it to him by 
Gommenting on Blandois* "utter disregard for other people, 
as shown in his way of tossing the little womanly toys of 
furniture about." then he introduces Gowan, he shows him 
tossing stones into the river with his foot, "spurning them 
out of their places with his heel, and getting them into 
the required position." Bather than merely describing 
Qowan's actions and allowing the reader to make the nec­
essary inferences, Dickens goes on to say* 
There was something in his way of spurning them 
out of thsir places with his heel, and getting 
them into the required position, that Ulennam thought 
had an air of cruelty in it* Most of us have more 
or less frequently derived a similar impression, 
from a man's manner of doing some very little thing* 
plucking a flower, clearing away an obstacle, or 
even destroying an insentient object. 
The usual Dickens character is created through the use 
of the tools of satire—exaggeration, caricature, mockery. 
His characters appear vividly real and individual, but they 
are sometimes exaggerated and given identifying traits that 
ere too omphatic* too picturesque. It Is fine when Mc. 
1# #i&ù al* #oa& cuff## 
*h#a MmmwA dparkler oaatlA«#lljr #%#lal*@# "A fia# #oman 
with ao about her,** #h#a mr*. mzal# 1# 
of a# fb# Boaom. oBbei OAmf@OB#%e, hq##v#%# &)»*## 
di##lm5ul#ai% w#l#@ w# #o #*pb##l%#4 GA»& eà#jr b##o## 
h##vjmwa&#4 #ad to# p*e##a* 1# «wif#4» uw !««»& 
B#%aael#, for Dlokoa# overwork# ai# to^aal^*## 
aa4 j»mra*#l#'# ooA*»#at ̂ otoalenmeat# hi# 6@bl& of ooo-* 
elmwlly lo*la& &1# #j*%l### b#oo## tlr##om*. Aaotw* 
#%»#^1* of k&l* ##*## b#avf'»b»ad#ia#e* 1# lovealod la 
Dlokem#* tr#*t##at of fmaoA#, Dlokoci# e#&# up * fwutl* 
oml la#&* for Jhaook# #bloh h# u### #xto(i#lT*lji 
He b#4 dlr*y WW# aad dlrej broKen aall#, aadi 
lookea a# If b# hW b**a la toe ooal#& *{*# la 
* p#r*plra6l#a, #aé #aor5#d 4a& ealffou #ad 
puffed mail 6l##, lilt# o llttl# l*b^JUfl«% #t#a;a«» 
#m&ia## , # *A# w» ua»l#i<Ly #hlp la &a# ;gba@*# 
river may etmeCLa*# be ##*a beavlljr (lj:l*la& 
#1B& tb* sia#$ broa&ald# aa e%er& fires# la It# 
o#a wmj aad la %h# waj of #veryeaia6 el##, ;,bou%b 
maklag. # s%#at #ho# of a*vlb#61oa$ *b#a @11 a 
#%iadea$ a little oomly #t##»»eut& will be^r 4o«a 
upoa It;^ tak# lb la txw #adL bueble off #l$a lt$ 
#i#llarly tb# owmbr u# Pawlarca iwd *##a tak#a 
la $## bj tb# #Aortla^ Paaok## and »&# ao# f#l-
lo#lag la 6b# #^k# of cbat llbde oraft# 
fb# Imaf^laa&loa &ba6 oaa ### a maa la tae## t#%m# 1# oa# of 
($#ala## buB *bea#v#r Paaoke 1# ##a#loa#4# #v»a bilefijr, 
IH#k#a# f#el# obliged to u## tai# Im̂ ^̂ ery# i4Ka#jk# oral*## 
&l##dla& Aeart Yard, "##aAla& a #*#11 of $#rror befor# aim' 
he la#h#e "tti# tld# of Che yard**# a# eats ̂ a if #*r# 
oo^.lat^," aaa oa aad oa# 
tiiougpi shey are tbe iierola# aW hero of tbt^ aov#l$ 
Llc:tl# DorrlL mad Artbar Gl#aaam ar# prebabljr &«# m##t 
ineffeotive oharaoter# in littl# Dorzit. Deepit# the fact 
that their realization of their mutual love ia one of the 
chief résolutions of the plot and that Arthur is the ohar-
aoter with whom the reader ie to identify himaelf and 
Little Dorr it the character given the title role, thejr 
remain flat and only typem# The reason they are so color-
leas ia, I ewppoee* that with them Dicken* is not ueiag 
hie satirical or comic devices. Me treats them entirely 
seriously and makes them prototypes of a basic goodness 
who behave according to the set patterns of approved ac­
tions* AS Dickens* work is best when he is attacking his 
society# it is worst when he is fitting his story to its 
sent imentality-^as in the ârthur-Iiictle Dorr it love story, 
in his extolling of Little Dorrit's goodness# iChe other 
incidents in which Little Dorrit is involved in aelo-
dramatic or sentimental scenes work out because they 
usually involve a character who is subject to Dickens' 
satirical effects; for example, when she plays the dutiful 
daughter to William Dorrit, Dickens focuses our attention 
on Dorrit*s nervous gentility and self-deception, and 
Little Dorrit*8 goodness merely provides a background 
against which his weaknesses stand out. Her scenes with 
Arthur, however, become unbearably sentimental. The scene 
^ announces to Arthur that she has 
in which Little Dorr it 
lost her fortune and the scene in which she asks him to 
burn his letter to Pet are hard to take. In Book îwô  
Dickens has Little Dorrit write two letters to Arthur. 
These letters are intended to reveal artfully Little 
Dorrit'e love for Arthur and to expree* the go^daee# in-
herent in her. Her exeeeeiv* aodesty in the letter#* 
however, and her habit of referring to herself ae "your 
Little Dorrit" or "Little D," are offensive to the modern 
reader. The name itaelf ie# aa Flora finohing complain## 
Of all th# etranë##t name# I ever heard the 
strangestt like a place down in the oountrj 
with a turnpike, or a favourite ponj or a 
puppy or a bird or something from a seed-ahop 
to be put in a garden or a flower*pot and oome 
up speckled* 
Little Dorrit ie her most unappealing in the novel 
when Mk. «eagles preaohe# to fatt̂ oraai 
Ifou see that young lady who wae her# juat now— 
that little, quiet, fragile figure paeeing along 
there, Tatty? Look, The people stand out of 
the way to let her go by. * , . I have heard tell. 
Tatty, that she warn onae here, and lived here 
many year#. I ean*t breath# here# A doleful 
plaeei to be born and bred in, Tattyooram? . . . 
If she had ©onstantly thought of herself, and 
settled with herself that everybody visited 
this plaee upon her, turned it against her, and 
oast it at her, she would have led an irritable 
and probably an uselese exietenoe# Yet I have 
heard tell, Tattyooram, that her young life ha# 
been one of aetive resignation, goodness, and 
noble servi#ë. 
This is Sickens at his worst» In addition to his priggi#h 
attitude toward Little Dorrit (and Tattyooram), in his 
failure to create la his heroine a more vital figure, he 
is ignoring a possibly highly #ff#otive way of expressing 
his theme. The reader ie inclined to agree with Fanny that 
Little Dorrit is "flat." Surely goodness is not necessarily 
colorless* 
If Little Dorrit and Arthur are too good to be in­
teresting, Blandois as unrelieved evil often appear# 
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melodxsœatie and stagey. He le too maah the villain, aad 
even ae a villain he continually dimappointe the reader'# 
ezpeotatione# Blandois ei^nB hie name in bhe convent 
registry along with those of the Uorrlte and Gowans in 
"a long lean flourish, not unlike a lasso thrwfn at all 
the rest of the names"; Mttle Dorrit and Pet both feel 
Blaadois has some peculiar power over them. These details 
make the reader believe, perhaps melodramatically, that 
Blandols will exercise his power in some virulent manner, 
l|ut this expectation is never fulfilled, for all the 
Build-up he is given, Blandols really doesn't do much, 
$16kens is also aelodraaati© with his dark hints of fade's 
lesbianism in connection with fattycoram. lade supposedly 
exerts some strange control over the girl, a control 
which "twists all good Into evil#* 
On the other hand, Dickens does maoy times pass up 
conventional expectations; fet does marry Wowan; fanny, 
Edmond Sparkler. As I have said, Dickens * criticism of 
the Barnacles is balanced by his acknowledgment of the 
readiness of the English people to accept such leaders* 
his warning to the British to be more suspicious of such 
benefactors as Gasby is set against his warning against 
the perverted suspiciousness of Miss Wade. Ms* Meagles 
is kind and good, but he also "rattles his money#" 
pabt t#0 
"Give me a good book, or a good aewepaper, end alt me 
deem afore a good fire, amd I ask no better $ XiordI whem 
yem §g, eome to a J and a 0, and saje yom, 'Here, at 
last, is a J-0, Joe,# how interesting readlmg is!" 
(Jee Qargery in Great Xrpeetatieme ) 
To am aoe*eatiom that readers were tired of Diekeas 
amd fhaokerajr from having read them too œaoh, Edward 
Burne-^ohes, a famous Dickens admirer, is supposed to 
have replied, "Mo, they haven't read them too mmh, but 
they hurry through them and don't see how good they are."^ 
Oertaimly this is not true new for little Dorr it. whleh 
has been read and evaluated by reeent oritios in an amas* 
12# variety of ways. Though it is not one of the popularly 
known Diekems novels, it has reeeived oareful and detailed 
treatment at the hands of the oritios. In this seotion of 
my paper I want to supplement my own work on the novel by 
showing the sort of oritioism Little Worrit has reeeived 
from its orities. I have inoluded some oritios who do not 
deal speoifieally with Little Dorrit beeauss what they said 
about Biokens* other novels or his work la general oould be 
applied to Little Dorrit. but I have not attempted to in-
elude all hie oritios, I have also left out one important 
aspeet of Dlokens oritioism, the influence of his life on 
his writing, sines I felt that this was beyond the eoope 
of this paper, 
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I firet disGuee those critics who for the most part 
agree with my aaalyeie, but who differ or offer further 
ideas oa some points. Fext are the oritios who offer 
valuable aew interpretations of Litsle Dorrit or who 
offer completely different approaches to the novel# and 
they are followed by the oritios who comment on other 
novels or Dickens generally# I had Intended to give a 
sample of what I considered bad or mediocre criticism 
of the novelI but* finally» X have decided to follow the 
precept of Dickens* Cheap Jack, the hawker who is improving 
his command of his calling: 
I have worked at it, I have measured myself 
against other public speakers—Ikmbers of 
farliameat$ Platforms, fulpits. Counsel learned 
in the law-'-and where I have found *em good^ 
I have took a bit of Imagination from *em$ and 
where I have found em bad, I have let *em 
aloae.2 
Criticism which deals specifically with the social and poli­
tical background of bhe novel is presented in fart three* 
This arrangement has precluded my classifying the 
critics into school a of criticism with any consistency; 
for example, several of the critics who support ay analy­
sis arrive at their conclusions through quite different 
approaches# And, obviously, just as Dickens cannot be 
fitted neatly into any one category, his most perceptive 
critics defy any rigid classification. I have been more 
concerned with what could be learned from the critics than 
with what methods of criticism they are following, I have 
noted what I thought to be obvious weaknesses of the 
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different oritice, but I have not argued at aajr length 
against the various approaohee* 
I would like at this point to make a rather large 
digression. Though certainly thie eeotion of my paper is 
not a hieLory of Diokenm* reputasion or of Diokene oriti-
oisny it might be well to eketeh out briefly the variou# 
reaction# to Dickenm# Oritioimm of Dickenm generally 
would #eem to go something like thi@#̂  lie earliest 
reader# and critics either idolised him as a great enter­
tainer and moral writer or, mere rarely# scorned him as 
"Mr. fopular Sentiment." Early critics like George 
Gissing recognized Dickens* great abilities as a crafts­
man and tried to fit him into the boundaries of realism, 
seising what they considered to be good about Dickens 
and ignoring the rest. Others like 6. 1* Uhesterton and 
John Pore ter praised him as a great mythologist and crea­
tor of fantasy, thinking of his novels chiefly as showcases 
for his characterB, with all of the individual novels 
interchangeable and almost formless* for a period after 
his death Sickens* work generally fell into disrepute 
with the literary critics# though of course retaining its 
popularity with general readers me the Dickens of Ohristmas 
and good cheer. 
Then in 1941 Mmund Wilson published his how famous 
essay# "Dickens: The Two Scrooges#" which (ought to show 
Dickens in an entirely different light# a,s a powerful 
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sjmboli© writer whose wark was a severe oritioiam of hie 
time by m artist profoundly dieeatiefied with his eeoiety, 
Wileoja was infiuemaed im hie view by euoh earlier oritie# 
as êieeimg aad by oritioe like Aeorge aernard Nhmw and 
Jaekeom who #aw Dioken# almeet ae a Marziet, a revo-
lutiooary eympathetie to the working olasa. At around 
the eame time# in 19)9# ueorge wrwell wrote an eeeay, alee 
highly praieed, ehioh reworked Qheeterton's view of 
Biokema# dispensing with the idea of fiiakens as a savior 
of the people and emphasising that Diokems' genius lay in 
his oreative fertility not in his oraftsmanship# Other 
oritios and literary historians like itumphr j Mouse fol­
lowed these leads and attempted to plase Diokens in his 
sooial and oultural setting* Wilson's work also ushered 
in many other books and essays treating Diokens as a 
writer whose work# were symbolio structures of great poeti# 
foroe* adgar Johnson*s definitive biography of Dioken# 
published in 1952 takes this appreaoh* 
With #uoh essays as iionel frilling*8 on little 
Derrit. another aspest of Diokeas began to be emphasised— 
hi# position as a mythological writer whose works were 
also organic structures with powerful archetypal rever­
berations, most rewardingly approached not with realistic 
methods but with insights from anthropology and from psy-
ohoanalysls# Along with this trend# still in full swing# 
a group of critics have come forth now to reconsider 
Dickens once more# to correct what they feel to be the 
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exoemees of th# eymbolie and mythologioal oiitic# aa& 
to view Dioken# with soa# "oommom sea##*" These vari-
ou# reactions to Biokeam generally, then, might be kept 
la miaâ in looking at the oritiee* view# of the one novel 
ĵ sys, ssïïil* 
On# of the best, if not th# moet oomplete, oriti-
oieas of the novel is contained in Mnuad Wilson*@ essay 
whioh traoe# jWiek#a#' interest in prison# and prisoner# 
and his opposition to institutions from th# beginniag of 
hi# work#* If, at time#, Wilson in his use of biographi-
oal and psycholagioal iasi&ht# overstates his oaee, h# 
a#v#:%h#le## offer# an iatereetiag and #oimd analysis# 
Wilsoa ob#e%Te8 that in hi# later novels; 
forking always through th# observed interrela­
tions between highly individualized human beings 
rather than through political or eoonomio analy* 
sis-«*Dickens sets out to traoe an anatomy of that 
society# • • • tor feiiis purpose Diokens invents 
a new literary genre • . • the novel of the social 
gromp# , * # aow he is to organise ell his storie# 
as wholes, to plan all th* characters as symbols, 
and to iavest all bhe detail* with *igaifioanoe«) 
He stresses, however, that in little Aorrit there is some­
thing more than merely social criticisms Dickens extend# 
th# main symbol of th# prieon with the i)orrit# and th# 
other characters until he creates the sense of a prison-
world t 
2h# implieation is thaù, prison for prison, # 
simple incarceration is an excellent school of 
character compared to the dungeons of Puritan 
theology, of modern business, of money-ruled 
Society, or of th# poor people in Heeding 
Heart Yard who are swindled and bled by all 
of these 
6) 
tfilsoja differs «lightly at this point from ay analysis 
as he does nob disauss the reeponeibilitjr that the Bleeding 
Heart Tard people bear for their own oondition* 
Kileon develop# the idea that Jiokene ie preeentipg 
the theme of little Dorrit from the point of vie* of iapri-
sonimg states of mind just as mueh as from oppressing 
inetitutioam, and he points out that "The History of a 8elf-
:Corm*ntor" is "with remarkable pre-freudian ioeight ... a 
sort of ease history of a woman imprisoned in a neurosis 
whieh has condemned her to the delusion that she can never 
be loved#"?^ Wilson praises the delicacy of the restraint 
with which Dickens handles the soene in which Mr# Dorr it 
becomes insulted at being offered a copper halfpence, and 
he praises the characteri&ation of Dorrit as the best of 
Dickens* studies of the effect of bad institutions on men. 
Be sees William Dorrit's rise in the world not ae a fairy 
tale rescue, but as a mockery of the possibility that he 
could escape. Wilson calls Little iiorrit "the devoted 
and self-effacing little mouse, who hardly aspires to be 
S loved," and he points out the lack of passion in the 
love of Arthur and little Dorrit and the feeling of resig­
nation and near sadness in the ending Dickens gives the 
novel. The Barnacles and the Oircumlocution Office satire 
are to him* 
Perhaps the most brilliant thing of its kind in 
Dickens# that great satire on all aristocratic 
bureaucracies, and indeed on all b##aueracies, 
with its repertoire of the variatiAi^# i^ssibl# 
within the bureaucratic type and its desolating 
picture of the emotions of a man being passed on 
from one door to another.9 
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wilaoa offers an interpietatloa of the MBa&lea family 
which I failed to empha#i&e enough. Though mr# and Mr8. 
Mea^le# appear to be the only eharaotere in the novel who 
are unblemiehed by their society, wileon pointe out that 
in their treatment of Tattyooram, they have made her feel 
her inferior p*#ition in a way that ia capable of becoming 
offensive to the reader, and he eaye they aleo carry a eens# 
of "«mugmeee and ineularity, even * # . vulgarity." 5» 
celle Blandoie "the official villain* of the novel, but 
deniea him any organic connection with the story, except 
10 ae a mockery of social pretense. 
#il8on epeake of Diokene* eymboliem ae "of a more 
complicated reference and a deeper implication** than haa 
been attributed to him, and eaye that in thie reepect even 
the great Huseian writer» appear to have learned from 
Dioken#.^^ There le a "familiar Dickene of the lively but 
limited etage character9, with their tag lines and their 
unvarying makeup#,** but in Mttle Bon it there le a great 
deal more interest in the psychology of the character# 
than in earlier work# since the reader is told how the 
character# think and feel and even a little about how 
they change, Wilson believes that in Little Dorr it the 
comic, or specifically "Dickens" character# "stick up in 
an unnatural relief from a surface that ia mere quietly 
realistlc."12 
Though hi# enthn#ia#m for Dicken# of m approaches 
herOMfcrship, Edgar Johnson*# biographical and critical 
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study of Diokeam, Ohai loe Pickens î His TrskSdy and Briuaph. 
offers a good analysis of Little Dorrit*̂  ̂ Johnson devotes 
to an exploratory criticism of the novel an entire chapter, 
which he entitles# "SQie Prison of ëociety," in which he 
speaks of the pervading prison image and traces this hack 
to Dickens* lifelong preoccupation with prisons* Johnson 
sees the tneme of Little Porrit in much the same terms as 
Wilson and as my analysiŝ  le describes Dickens ' plans to 
make the novel a story tWat would symbolise the condition 
of England and portray the corrupt social whole of the 
country» its vast system of impersonal wrong which baffled 
attempts to fasten responsibility# Johnson, too, calls 
Little Dorrit "an anatomy of modern society," and he says 
that it "paints this entire system as a vast jail impri­
soning every member of the society, from the glittering 
admirers of Mr# iterdle to the rack-rented dwellers in 
Bleeding Mear$ Tard."^^ 
Jotmson explains the way in which all of the members 
of the society are imprisoned, and he emphasises that the 
imprisonment is not just oppressive institutions or mental 
states of imprisonment brought on by the institutions, hut 
imprisoning states of mind in the characters. He cites 
miss Wade as a striking example of the wgiy in which in­
dividuals create their own prisons, Glennam, who 
represents "the harsh Puritan conscience and the relentless 
business morality of a monetary society,is a jailer as 
well as a prisoner in her funereal house, since she has 
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mad* their home a plaee of ooafiaemeat for her hmmbamd 
and hie eon# Me mpeake of àierâLle ae a prisoner who 
Carrie# "aolitarj confinement with him into th# mo#t 
glittering of #oen###" and he point# out the "beameared 
and odorou# aaeociation#"* around th* name of Merdle, in 
16 
its reeemblanc# to th# French word mer de, to Johnson» 
th# Ciroumlccuticn Office i# the ultimate symbol of th# 
restriction# of th# society! 
All th# fore## of p#trification that interp### 
barri#re again#t #v#ry generou# and fruitful and 
creative impulse are symbolized in Mttl# Dorrit 
by th# Oircumlocution Office , # » it ha# a dead-
enimg hand on #v#ry#hln&. ... It i# th# impri#onm#n% 
of habit, cuAtom, convention, established forme 
swollen to more importanc# than th# uses for which 
th#y were invented, and confined by inertia, profit, 
##lfl#ha#s#, and privilag## It is rigidity grown 
#upr#m##17 
Johnson discusses two point# which were not mentioned 
in my analysi#. if# believes that although ifickens ha# b##n 
car#ful to show th# way in which bonds constrain everyone 
in the society, th#r# are heavier limitations placed on 
the upper'*#la## members of the society, such as uowan, th# 
M#rdl#s, th# iiarnacl##, than on the Bleeding Me art Tard 
and j#arehal##a inhabitants, since there is more gener-
osity and kindaes# displayed in the lower class##* àt 
the same time, however, Johnson notes the parallelism 
Dickens is using, th# way in which the members of the 
lower class## mirror th# sam# traits as tn# membeze of 
th# high#r classe#, for example, the eooial pretensions 
and snobbery of William Dorr it pathetically echo the ][a:e-
tens## and mnobbery of the aristocracy; hi# begging for 
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"teatimoniaXs" is mo diffeteat from the Aarmaole and 
8t lit# talking privilege seeking ; hie contempt for old 
Handy parallels *C8* Gcwan'e contempt for the Meagle#; 
hie eon*B ueeleeeneme le only a leee pcllehed and leee 
corrmpt verelen of Gcwan^e Idlenese* Like Wlleon, Johneon 
adbâlree Dlckeme* characterleatlon of ellllam Dorrlt: 
Mr# Dorrlt'e helpleeenese, hie humiliation* hie 
«jobbery# and hie ehame are Imetead an mma&lmgly 
brilliant feat of Independent character creation. » . # 
In the entire range of hie work Dlckene never drew 
a character with more delicate euht^ety and pey-
chclegical penetration* Innumerable" touchee of 
wonderful sensitivity reveal Ms* Dcrrit sinking 
tc greater and greater deothe of epuricue pride 
and moral eelf-NKbeeement,*» 
The Dcrrit ecene that Juhneon finds meet admirable le the 
ecene in which he abtempte tc persuade I^ittle Dorr it tc 
accept John Ghlvery* the turnkey* e son, as a suitor in ordwg 
to insure him privileges* 
Johnson reads Dickens* ending in whloh jAttle Dcrrit 
and Arthur go down "into a modest life of usefulness and 
happimees" somewhat differently from my analyeis# Me sees 
this ending mere optimistIcally as a symbol of Dickens* 
eontinuing faith in the decency and good will of humanity 
to overcome the confinement of society, and he says that 
Dickens "without closing his eyes on evil and unhappl* 
mess • • • believed that goedness could win a modest victory, " 
Besidee the happy ending# there ere other Indlcatlone that 
little Dcrrit 1# not *^ln Ite entirety as gray a book as it 
is in its major themes," He sees a ^great deal of delightful 
comedy" in ëoim Ohlvery# in Mra* Plornlsh* s attempt# to speak 
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Italian, in fiera fimoàing and Mr* W*8 aunt, in Paaeks and 
20 
SparklerI and at time# in #. Derrit. Jehneon praises 
Biekene* poetic imâertomes# "pregnant with the weighted 
aymbole of allegory, dwelling often wibhin the dark and 
mysterioue region of myth,** and he oalle Little Dorr it 
and liokens* later novels, "masterpieoee of hie maturity # . # 
dark and tremondono oymphonio etruoturee almoot epic in 
21 magnitude and impreooiveno^e# " 
Another good biographical and oritioal study of 
Diokom#, Gharlee Dlokoa#: jL Orltioal Introduction by K. 
Fielding, also develop# the idea that the main core of the 
novel Little Dorr it is the prison and that the chief figure 
is William Borrit? According to fielding; 
fie represents everything that exasperated Dickon# 
in his #mmg$ self-satisfied follow-ooumtrymon, 
who were content to be imprisoned within old way# 
by their government, or shut up in a set of chair 
own stupid conventions, a# long a# they mould 
preserve am appearance of genteel respectability,^ 
fielding also mentions the intricate way in which all of 
the character# of the novel are linked. To him, the im­
portant part of the novel i# not bhe plot, which he believe# 
is too involved and full of too many mysterie#; what is 
important is that in the novel Dickons "discovered how to 
manlji^ate a vast range of characters, and to bring them 
into relation with one another so as to reveal how the 
24. 
greater part of society was a colossal sham. " Fielding 
is primarily trying to place Diokens in hie social and in­
tellectual context and so he does not give a detailed analysis 
of the novel, but the points he does make are in agreement 
with mime. He notes that the unity of the novel is achieved 
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by uhe ooneieceacy in pcyle aad by She iajerielatta& 
images* 
The collapse of Mze. Cleaaam'G house, uhe crash 
of the fiaaaoial 'house* of aerdle, and uae ruin 
of bhe rather obviouely contrived symbol of 
wllliam Dorrib'e 'caetle ia the air' are all part 
of a plan. The i%prieonz&at of uoriit in the 
Marehaleea, of eociety the bounds of con­
vention, of enterpriee under state slacknecg, of 
those in quarantine at the beL:,innin*^ of the book, 
aad those in che prison at aarseil^ge, all like­
wise have their place ia a scheme.2) 
fieldint^ calls Little Dor rit Dickens* "greatest social 
satire," and he believei; the chapters on the aarnaoles and 
the Circumlocution Office amon^ the best chinus he ever 
wrote, He points out uhat uhe werdle LuOry ic not an 
attack on capitalism, vhich ^ould re ulre eatiriaing a 
successful swindler, but an expoeure of the "jilammon-worship 
of the public and vhe Government." aesides pràiBin& 
the Circumlocution Office chapters, aieldin^ likes the 
iileeding Heart Yard inhabitants, finds vavuletco amusing, 
and fanoks and vasby tvell-done, and Flora, "ever memorable." 
little Dorrit, hoaever ie "only sli^hbly portrayed, in fact 
she is rather tiresume, there ie such a «ont of reality in 
her," and he believes z^landois, Flint/.inch, and j^attycoram 
"are nothin^^ but dummies from the niokens* wajDvorks." ' 
He says Dickens' successful cumic characters, such as 
Flora, are "weith wonder," and their success lies in their 
dialogue* 
They all live in uheir speech, uvery nuuural 
turn of phrase is caught up, turned and arran&ed 
in a glorious succession of spar&lia^ inanities 
and v'it, nonsense and teilin»^ shrewdness, and 
phrases th^t we at once recognize as our native 
speech transformed inuo dialot^ue past man'c 'tongue 
to conveive or his heart tu report'.28 
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ThowgA Bu et und irilloùeum la5#a& 
G heir etudj, ft #Ofk. cMefly a# an ooei^l# of 
tke effect of ^iokea#* working^ eonditiome vD WLe aovel#, 
do pKOVid# a brief but helpful aoaijeig of Llcble 
pQ 
Dorzl#. ^ Like tbe other orlble# dl#*ue##d$ Wwy mappo*# 
my maalyel#, traoloe tioe prleon theme Im tae aovel and 
finding *vld#n#e of both pbyalooi and eplrltnal Imprlaon-
men*. jAey dleowe# ^)»lok#n#* orl^&lnml plea to oall c&e 
noTOl, isthei Chan S2iili« ISSiS» »• 
en Iroalo oomment on the Oi&rrent tewdendy in Kn&iand to 
ehri% off the eoolol eorrnptlon end governmont Inefflolonojr 
ee "nobedjF'e fanlt*" Deeplto Lhe faot that iflokene e&elved 
t&# originel title, flllobeon and antt find taat It eur-
vlv## In the novel# 
It# neaalnK# are multiple. ae&laalni6 ee Irony# e 
#omn«n$ on tne tendonoy to ehlft r##ponelblllty. 
It beoq#ee a gloomiy truth pervadia*^ all parte of 
the BAvel# ae a ^ownd-tone of (ieepair about 
aoolety. A# in Bleak goueo, the oalealtlee of 
th# novel eprlj% not eo madh frmm a ^In^le 
evil *111 bat from the ooriaption of the ehole oon* 
dltlon of thing## #$ dkrdle and mre. Ulenamm are 
th#m#*lv*# viotla#. fn# «w^rehal oa 1# nor# than 
a XMPloon# it ia a aiioroooank of th# *:orld#)0 
trh#y differ fro# ay Interpretation #h#n they note that 
Indlvldael happlneea ie poeelble for a lew in the aoolety; 
for th# Plornlah## In tnelr Ootta$e$^ doeplt# their 
poverty* for Doyo# a# th# eolflera e#rvant of the eooioty# 
and f^ Arthnr and Littl# Xkorrlt in their lov## i!h#y do$ 
h<w#v*r» mention that the #nd of che novel leave# the 
reador# not ^^ith th# happinee# of irthar aad Little 
Borrl$# bnt with th# piotur# of th# oroed# in th# etr##t$ 
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"the prieoaere of society*" Bute aad fllloceoa also Btion&ly 
emphasize a point that I only mentioned. Ihey believe 
khat one of the leading idea m of the novel is "the etzen^th 
and indeatruotibility of natural, innocent virtue" in an 
almoet allegorical eenme, Ufhey aleo add the idea that the 
diminutivenees of jAttle Dorr it ie essential to the plot$ 
it ie her smallnese that makes Arthur midrunderstand his 
feeling for her# and her diminubivenees is "pictureeque 
and 8ymboiie--the small frail figure who ie nevertheleee 
Ahe fount of moral etrength; the protectoreee, the neglected, 
-jI 
%oved by all, and, until the end, understood by none,""^ 
The oritic8 discuesed thug far have for she most part 
agreed with ny analysis of &ittle j^rrlt. Thougjjki they 
have disagreed with me or among themselvee on minor 
pointF—for example, the question of whether the ending 
is basically happy or unhappy, the importance of Little 
&orrit--they do not offer any exteneively different read­
ings of the novel* !ghe next few critics, Monroe im^el, 
J. Hillis Miller, John Aain, and Lionel drilling, do sug­
gest interpretations of the novel that are different froa 
my own* Miller, Bhgel, and Alain support a large portion 
of the analysis, but present important new pointe^; 
billing disagreee with the reading and offers an in-
tereetiag substitute interpretation* 
i#onroe Engel'e study, The Maturity of Dickens, is 
an important aid to an underrcandintâ of ULbule worrit 
for he formulates another major theme exietint. in the 
novel, a theme mentioned only briefly by the other critics 
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and In my analysis, fhomgh he aaknowXedges the importance 
of the imprisonment theme, working out its implications 
in much the same way ae the other critics, he sees as "only 
less general and perhaps more complicated and even mere 
m#anlil&ful," the theme dealing with bh# ''ambi&uous distinc-
tiea between reality and illusion#le believes jflokens 
is saying the great reality that lies behind genteel 
illmsien in his society is the misery of the society. He 
explain# that Dickens* "elaborate playing on the complex 
and obscure distinctions between illusion and reality 
lends power and vitality to the over theme of imprison^ 
ment# # . ,«2^ gngel supports this theme by pointing out 
the way in which the various characters fail to view life 
reallstioally# Ho emphasises little Dorrit's Inability 
to find her life in fenlce substantial* William Dorr it 
cannot see that he is in reality a •'mock-uppei'-class 
parasit*" becauee of his illusion of his own "disin^ 
terosted character and good breeding# Uasby doew 
not choose to see the misery his rack-renting causes; 
Mrs# General*s rule that "nothing disagreeable should ever 
be looked at" is one of the self-protecting Illusions 
cultivated by gentility, fhe Circumlocution Office is 
gentility institutionalised. Henry uowan poses as a 
painter, but admits that he is only posing. Alandois 
justifies his evil by claiming that he was born to be a 
gentleman, and does what he must to live like one. flora 
Pinching reveals the theme in her "wlerd stream-of-consciousness 
7) 
language in which appearance and reality are hopelesely 
muddled#JJhe aura that surrounde money is unreal 
and money ie illueory—Merdle curne out nob to be a rioh 
bycoon,bnt a fraud. Bn^el believee that the i^hole mean­
ing of what Dickene ie trying to say ie expreeeed in the 
experienees of Mke. Ulennam*e maid Affery, "whoee dreama, 
as ahe thinke or calle them, turn out to be not dreama at 
all but glimpees of a reality too dreadful to admit. 
ïhe prime reality that UiGkene ie ehowing is, aocord-
ing to an^ei, mieery, and it is only in comint^ co terms 
with mieery that there ean be any happineGe. Ulennam 
achieves reality in ̂ agarehalsea Bufferin*^ after he hae loet 
hie money; Little Dorrit oan only return to Arthur and 
reality after ehe has loet her money. m%el pointe out 
that death is treated as the teacher of truth and the 
deetroyer of illueion, ae in ailliam Dcrrit'e death, fhou&h 
my analysis does disoue# ̂ he failure of various charao-
ters in the novel to face reality and the way in which 
they suffer from tueir genteel illusions, it fails to 
connect these points with the idea that the gentility of 
the society is only a mask for the real mieery* 
The most co^aprehensive study of Little Dorrit and the 
study that offerc the fullest diecuseion of jhe ima^e pat­
terns of the novel appears in J* Hillis Miller's uharles 
Dickenst The World of His Novels.)# He bet^^ine his 
analysis i^ith a recognition of the major points that were 
discussed in my analysis. He emphasizes the ima&es tihat 
Dickens uses to create his "somber unity of tjue." He 
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@e@g the primon ee Die ken# * meet important image in the 
novel, and he emphaaise# the "sens© of shadowed, euffooa-
ting enclosure" that ie found throughout the novel, "the 
way in which the interiors of all the residences described 
mirror the Marseilles prison that appears in the first 
chapter of Little florrit.̂  ̂ Me notes that the entire city 
of London has this same atmosphere; 
Dickens, then, has found for this novel a pro-
found symbol for the universal condition of 
life in thé world of his imagination: impri* 
eenment* # * : Imprisonment has, we can see, a 
religious or metaphysical meaning for Dickens 
as well as a psychological or social one# 
be in this world at all, whether one is good 
or bad, rich or poor, a lord of the circumlo­
cution Office or a debtor in the marshalsea, is 
to be In prison, and this condition will^p-
parently persist as long as life itself.̂  
miller also points out that most of the forms of Im-
prisonment in the novel are spiritual rather than physical; 
for example, flora Uasby^c imprieonment within '^the mad 
sequenoee of her own involuntary mental aasociations and 
4-1 the perpetual reenactment of her lost paet" ; Blandois* 
imprisonwnt in the idea of himself as a gentleman; John 
Ohlveryconstant anticipation of his own death. He also 
notes the way In which the major characters of the novel 
suffer spiritual imprisonment—Dorrit, Ulennam, «s# 
Vlennam, Merdle# The central event in the novel-^the 
Dorrits! inheritance and release from prison—also demon-
etrztee that imprIsonment Is not exterior, but Inner and 
permanent. 
miller discusses two other image patterns which are 
nearly as Important as the prison Imagery—the image of 
7̂  
a labyrinth and the ima^e of life ae a journey* 
If the symbol of imprisonment eiprecaee Diokene* 
sense of human life ae enclosed, and limited, 
whether by physical or spiritual walls, and if 
the ima&e of life as a labyrinth expresses his 
sense that human beings are all loet inextricably 
in a maze without beki&:iih6, end, or pattern, the 
recurrent image of "^travellers on the pil&rimaBe 
of iife"expressee the idea that people are fate-
fully intertwined in one another*s livee, often 
without knowing it or intending it. It also 
expresses Dickens' sense that a human life is 
act motionless but is perpetually flowing on with 
the river of time toward its destined adventures 
and toward the ultimate ocean of death. . * * iTt 
reinforces the others by suggesting that this 
world is a lonely place where man is a stranger 
passing continually on in search of a haven which 
is not to be found anywhere in the "prison of 
this lower world." faken all together, these 
three images, the saeic symbolic metaphors of the 
novel, present a terrifyingly bleak picture of 
human life .4^2 
Miller's explanation of the way these patterns interact 
is invaluable for a complete understanding of Little 
Dorrit. 
Miller also noses that many of tne charaoserr, in 
their confusion and in their state of continual restless­
ness, "exist in a nightmare of unreality," incapable of 
escape. The term "shadow" is used to ii^k physical im­
prisonment and imprisoning states of the eoul, and she 
words "shadoqT "gentleman," and "secret," appear again 
and again. Although my analysis also diecucses the way 
in which the term "shadow' ie used, and, to some extent, 
the ^ay in which the word "gentleman" is ueed, I failed 
to see the implications of the word "secret." ailier 
explains that as shadow is used to indicate imprisonment, 
the word "(gentleman" defines the "ambit^uitles of Society," 
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aad the word "eeoret" expraaaee the'Tiaoiatlon of the 
characters from one another $ either in their inturnad 
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selfishness or in their ealf-effacing goodneea," filler 
maintaina that Mttle Dorrit %ae at its G*ntar a recogni-
tion of Che inalienable aeoreoy and otherneaa of every 
M M  
human being." Mttle Dorr it, in the œjsterjr of her 
goodneae, exemplifiea thia aeereoy or otherneae. Miller 
aees thia iaolation of the charactera aa an inaight into 
Dickena' method# of onaraoterization# 
A eans# of the groteaque idiosyncraaiea of 
people # their inoommenaurahi 1 itj with one another, 
is a central element in niokene* vision of the 
world, . . . Indeed, the vision of people aa 
wholly unlike one another and lùoked in the die-
tortiona of pergonal eooentrioibiea ia one of 
Diekana* meat powerful way# of dramatiaing the 
theme of iaolation* and the inexhauatible power 
to bring into exietenoe large numbers of comic 
or melodramatic groteaquea, each alive with his 
own peculiar intensity of life, is perhape 
Dickena* moat extraordinary talent aa a novelist. ̂  
Besides hie discussion of the secrecy and isolation of 
the eharactera. Miller meationa two other pointa which are 
new, There is one part of the world of Mttle Dorr it 
which Is peaceful and not reetleaa and turbulent. In the 
country both Little Dorrit and Arthur have a sense of 
peace and freedom* Thia restful peace ia not an escape 
from the restricting aociety, however, for the same peace 
ia to be found in "the falae quiet of the prison and its 
eagy path downward into deeper and deeper moral diainte-
gration • • • only a horrible parody of the divine cal#.*^ 
Arthur Olennam, for example, feels an unnatural peace 
when he first enters the marshalsea, and the prison doctor 
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epeake of the peace and freedom from reapoaelbillty to 
be foun& la the orlsoa* Thie oeace is *the dau&erous 
4? peaoe of aoq^iesoeaoe." ' 
The eecoad &ew idea is Miller's iasisteaoe that 
Dlckena doee offer a eolutlon from the restrictions of 
the Eooiety la hie portrayal of little Dorrlt* la the 
novel the one *ta&e of life which escapee the prison aha-
dow la childhood; for example, William Dorrit returna to 
Qhildhood and peace at hie death, and Mbtle Dorrit, who 
le childlike, remaine unolighted# bhe poseesaes a mlraou-
loue goodnesB which tranefera into her adult life the 
purity of childhood and givea her the power to help thoae 
around her. If the other characters are able to reeetab-
llGh oontact with aoodnesa, they may esoape their 
limltationa; Mre# Clennam aavee heraelf by confeseinti to 
Little uorrit; fancka, by unmaakin^ the fake Patriarch, 
dholly evil people are powerless against the good, aa 
la evidenced by the crushing of hlandoia in the oollapse 
of the Olennam houae. ufhough he posaesaee the seeda of 
goodneaa, Arthur haa had hia will paralyzed and so la 
ineapable of eaoaping. fhe central dramatic action of 
the novel la Arthur*a aeareh for some means to reconsti­
tute his will by testing various meana of relating 
himrelf to society. They all fail until he finds himself 
in hie love for little Dorrit. Without her, Ulennam 
would be lost in a maze like the other members of the 
society. 
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Im Little Barrit*s peeltiea a# "the «yaterjr of 
imaarnate geodm####" however# Diekern# expreeee# the eom-
plioatiome of good and evil# for though ehe possesses 
the Imaoeeaoe of ohildhood, ehe ie# after all, am adult 
"with am adult*8 kmoyledge of evil amd am adult*a meed to 
oombime eexual amd spiritual love#" %e eeeme im the mevel 
whem little Dorrit ia approaohed bj the proetitute—a 
eoeme whieh Miller eall# **ome of the most peigmamt meemee 
im Little Dorr it—per hap# im all Uiekems"—dramatizes the 
4A aW»iguitie# of her poiitiom* âimee she is am adult amd 
eam realize the evil of the preatitute, the womam cammot 
fimd the peaoe ehe would gaim from a child, Arthur, toe, 
i# umable at first to reoogmite hi# love for her, idemti-
fyimg her goodme## with ohildhood* It i# omly whem he 
realixe# that ehe i# both good amd adult that they cam 
be happilj married. 
Miller believe# that tme emd of Little Horrit i# a 
"firm a##ertiom that their happimee# i# limited to them"» 
eelve# alome amd leave# the eelfieh, reatleRe, amd 
deluded multitude# etill looked im the prieom of the 
world# Im her voluatary refubal to ezert her oem 
will. Little Dorrit ha# wuoceeded ia domima*:img a world 
im whioh everyome who selfishly attempt# to exert hi# 
will f jil#. Miller eaye that with Little ùorrit, "Diokem# 
reaohed ome of the peak# of his owm artietic eudoee# 
im beimg able to pereuade u# to aooept #o completely the 
myetery of divime goodae#e imoarmate im a humam figure."^ 
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I have dlecuseea Miller at Goasiderable len&th because 
he ie one of the few critics who give a detailed exami-
nation of the novel and because hia interpretation, 
particularly hie excellent diecusaion of the image pattern#, 
ie important in a full underetandihg of it. In my eeti-
matiom, however, in hie analyaie Miller ignores the eide 
of Dickena I diecuaaed in the laet part of my paper, head­
ing #&ller$ the reader would never suepect the prei^ence In 
the novel of auch wenea aa Meaglee' leciiure to 
Tattyooram or &landoia' theatrical threata. Certainly hia 
point that Dickene hae persuaded ue to accept completely 
Mttle Dor rit aa the mystery of divine ^^oodneaa ia debatable. 
jUionel drilling, in hia introduction to the Oxford 
edition of Little Dorrit, offera a reading of the novel 
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that ia luite different from mine. He acknowledg.ee the 
importance of the prison imagery and the imprisonment idea, 
but he does not aee it ae the center of the novel, frilling 
aaya that though Little Dorrit ie tne least established 
of Dickena' later novels with modern readera, ita real 
theme, the relation of the individual will to society, should 
make it particularly valid for ua; 
At no point* perhapa, do the particular abusea 
and absurdities at which Dickens directed his 
terrible cold an#er represent une problems of 
social life as we now conceive them. * * . Yet 
this makes little Dorrit not less but more rele­
vant to our sense of things, as tne particular 
aeema lees immediate to our cace, the ##neral 
force of the novel becomes greater, and Little 
Dorrit ia seen to be about a problem Wiiioh 
does not yield easily to time.^'^ 
jCrlillUc! tae iapoxtamie of tae prleofi aym-
bol for S&ie chese becaue# ai tae prieoa'e very real 
eoaneetloa with %&e #lil$ Zbe prieoa, before it is *nMC 
a ejmbol» is aekualiCy tAc pruotiaai iaftruaeAt con­
trived by the will of tbe eoclei;^ to c%&rb tJHe iadiviiiual'e 
eill. weordia*^ to Trilliag, the m,eter p^eeioa of tbe 
obaraoter* of Little worrit ie their will to etatue, to 
be reeottAiaed «wd deferred to$ aimi ne eeee evem ùueir 
deeire for money ae eubordlnaved to tolE Ueeire loi def»» 
erenee# jblaadoim ie aa important oharmober for Trillia$*e 
I 
the## beoqu^ie Mloadoie# ia ale iAelGLeaoe on kis ri^t to 
be served and to be deferred to, refieote &&e ueiiels of 
the enclre ̂ ^rawp eurroimdlng, WLm. lile juetiflc.j6i(»a of 
ale demand to be served la hie ol#im tWt ne ie* :ifter 
all, only «?hat eociety nae w*de nlm$ Ai^ndoie i« an im­
portant eimraoter for enetber reaeon* in uie lole *g tne 
peraonifloation of evil, ̂ landoie remifj^s tne reader of 
yAe reason for prisons deprives aim of "tne oomfor-
t»ble$ pbllentbroplo tbm%ht tnat prisons are nothing but 
inetrument* of injuftlGe*"^^ 
ULke Blsndole, «il of ebe obaraotere ^iuetifj 5he de­
mand# of tnelr ovm will vwliin telf-pity; tbey'kely on tne 
grew# modern strategy of j)ein^ tne insulted und injùrea*" 
For emea^le, f#nny Dorrlc duoae herself eatireiy b- worry­
ing %%r&ier la order to corouze i#i$. ji#erdle, *ho bas once 
queetloned her eooi:^! petition; tvade lives life of self-
tor tmre, eblob gives her license to turn bar -iiutred on 
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others# Mrs* @owaa repreeemie "th# uaqumetioaabl# right-
maa of «rouged gentility» 
though aiemam proolaime, "I have no will," Trilling 
sees in him an example of a "hitter$ clenohed will*" 
which hae kept him from reeponding to hie mother'# will 
and which has aided him in helping others# Mis determine 
ation in the preaenoe of the Oiroumlooution Offioe, his 
persistent "I want to know#" illustrates his actual ten-
aelty, but frilling also sees in this incident a reminder 
of Melville's hero Bartleby, with hie# "I prefer not to," 
a symbol of "will in the ultimate fatigue 
Another major idea in the novel that drilling notes 
is the remarkable number of "false and laadeq.uatîe parents."^ 
William Dorrit in his role as the father of the Marehslsea 
is unable to perform any paternal function for his own 
children: he accepts any sacrifice from Little Dorrit 
and succeeds in corrupting Fanny and lip with his illusions 
of gentility. Oasby, the "fatrlarch#" is actually any­
thing but fatherly in his attitude toward the Bleed log 
Be art Yard dwellers. Trilling makes an Interesting point 
about fancks' exposure of Uasby* "the primitive appropri­
ateness of the strange# the un-&oglish, punishment which 
Ifc* fanoks metes out to his hollow paternity will be under­
stood by any reader with the least tincture of psychoanalytical 
knowledge."^7 Henry Gowan's corruption is rooted in his 
mother *s rearing of him, and of course the center of the 
umatural parent theme is in Mes, Olennam*s harsh rearing of 
Arthur# an Instruction which has blighted his life. 
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Trilling Glome# hie introduotion to Littl# Derrit 
with these remark#% 
In a novel in which a house falls physically to 
ruin# from the moral collapse of its inhabitants, 
in which the heavens open over tendon to show a 
or own of thorn# $ in which there are charaote:# 
named nothing else than gar, Bishop# Physioiam, 
we are quite content to accept the existence of 
a devil Blandoi# , And we do not reject, for 
all our inevitable first impulse to do so, the 
character of Little Dorrit herself# Mer uatiae-
tured goodness doe# not appall us or make us . 
misdoubt her# as we expect it to do* This nov#l 
at its best is only incidentally reali#ti#$ its 
finest power of Imagination appears in the great 
general image# whose abstraotnees is their actu­
ality # like #p, Merdle*# dinner partie#, or the 
airoumlooution Office itself, and in such a context 
we understand IJLttle lorrit to be the jAeatrice of 
the Oomedy, the Auraclete in female form, Sven 
the physical littleness of this grown woman, an 
attribute which is insisted on and which seems 
likely to repel us, does not do so, for we per­
ceive it to be the sign that she not only is the 
Ohild of the narshalsea, as she is called, but 
also the Child of the Parable, the negation of 
the social wili.̂  
Though the theme Trilling suggests is not to me the basic 
theme of the novel, it is helpful for a full consideration 
of Dickens* meaning in little Dorrit. His discussion of 
the parent-child relationships is even more valuable. like 
Miller, Trilling seem# to me to exaggerate the importance 
of Mttle Dorrit. Ju#t a# it is difficult to accept Little 
Dorrit as the mystery of divine goodness, Blandois in the 
role of the devil is more amusing than terrifying. 
I have placed the next critic, John Wain, somewhat out 
of context in order to present his comments on Trilling# 
essay*Like Miller, faints interpretation of the novel 
agrees with #y analysis for the most part, but adds valuable 
new ideas, a champion of Little Dorrit—he believes it is 
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one of the nlnekeeatb ceatury'e greateeU aovela as well 
as Dlokeae* maeterpieoe—Wala a&reee with Trilling*s high 
eetimatloa of bhe novel, but he oomplaiae that Tiillin# 
deals in generalizatioas, that he doesa*t say why he hae 
responded to the force of the novel. The statement that 
the novel is about "society in relation to the general 
human will" is not specific or clear; the uanteaa and 
Paraclete terme which Trilling usee seem to #ain false to 
the specific aad literal quality of little Dorrit* which 
is tightly organized around tne two symbols of the priaoh 
and the family, fk agrees with Trilling that there are 
examples of the dislocated family everywhere In the hook, 
hut the important point for Wain is the way the tAo eymbols 
interact# "Hobody ever gees out of prisoa, because the 
family is the prison, and the family is England, and England 
is a prisoa. 
The plot of the novel is unimportant; "its develop­
ment is by means of outward radiation, rather tùan linear 
progression,"^^ and everything radiates around the two 
symbols. Wain comments that Dickens was determined that 
the most careless reader would not miss hie imprieonment 
theme, as he mentions it over and over, and in tbe same way, 
he bullde the whole novel around a pattern of twieted family 
relationships. Though little Dorrit and Arthur marry at 
the end, Little Dorrit is "left ia a permanently disabled 
psychological state in which the relationship of father and 
daughter is the only one she can think of as real*"^^ Pet 
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le also a victim of soeiety and family# Mr# aM Mrm# 
Ifeagles spoil her ehanoe of happiness by protecting her 
80 mnoh that mhe knows no better than to marry Wowan; 
she is "offered up by her tearful parents on the altar 
of mnobbery, which ie eeen ooneietently ae a perverted 
for* of family aeatiment*"^^ Uamby is a false "Patriarch"; 
the florniBhes' fatriarah ie in the workhouGo; wa^by** 
only mother i* little Dorrit, 
Without deeerting the tbeeim of him earlier 
novelB# that all crime is crime a^ainat the 
child* Dickens here enlarges the theme to include 
the whole of eociety# anobbery# pergonal un-
happinea## and aooial malorganiisation—theee are 
shown as the fruits of a wron# family relationship; 
men like Daniel Doyee, instead of beln& the arch-
etypal "creative mind" for whom Dickens makee a 
"Dàntean Ulaim" Trilllm&'a terms are simply 
the ueeful members of the family whose useful­
ness la squandered by others**^ 
Wain praises the opening scene of the novel which 
shows the "aohingly real phyaioal contrast between the 
blistering heat of Marseilles and the dank robbenness of 
the prison#and which also shows the crippling social 
relationships which create prison#, with such details as 
the different food for Blandois and Jean Aaptlst. jsven 
the sun is a brigand, and the little girl ie obviously an 
emblem for Little Dorrit* With the next acene Dickena 
immediately gives us another sort of prison, the Marseilles 
quarantine barracks, and wade, another person "suffering 
from a disease ent^endered by imprisonment, on the psycho-
logical level** In the same way* the third chapter with 
Arthur Olennam on a rainy Sunday in iKindon emphasizes that 
6) 
oa# of th# of i4̂ i#oDmoA% 1# the 
foatefieg of #&o*loa# e*ay ftoe &b# *ua* ^estia# 
in tb# &ov#l 1# ecswaliy or potŵ Lially & pfieoa* 
*&iR al*o poiet# out %k*t kb* #fmp*&h#kio saafaekez* 
wo pr#e*&t*d lA p#etor#i Wiil* *m#yakp&(SMklo 
o&*;aotor6 »zo o;»po*od to #pomtAa#ow# 
*re* i* # ailitAr̂  eaydon to /#miy «;Ki lAtti# 
Dof̂ it; ;&:#» Mor̂ lo i# aaiy a Aoeom to diaplay 
tim Whlof mtbioi r;»b# evea #* 4- )f hwk-
aaaity #*tb bi# saoulé wiea &&** ̂  aoata'% aotio#,^ 
at# if: ;nat Dortlc'f i# 
ao* jw#t la ikf poowio Ŵ3li*le&, bu» 1% iSG #k̂ &zU ̂ isft*-
aaambly* 
âat tkl# #p#*y &#e u*#a to 6o ie tiapif 
$0 pr#f#At the ovL&oooo for oioimla# &«#& llt&l# 
Dorrl* hae » Wlaoo# »2idi ewfficieùt to 
#vor# $bat lo## of omorgy ohleh ie eo *vw»a& la 
tjirly kfOTj^oa* &(** realijca 
$h*t Dlckoo# *a* a *f$a* aov*ll$t, s&i bie 
l#f ia wA# iae^àëwttibia 
f#*tili#f, bl# p*o*p$a*e# *lt& a*b* of uatar#**-
t#oiw *Bd ai* ***#&»& wf * , , 
#b#& %# qoa# to male# dieêi&etlaA# of serlt amea* 
Biokoa**# aoveiw, %e 1 te oaifea to 
*b* aoaolyo&oa that tae b*$* oaea are khac# »&14& 
eiiaw aot oaij ea#fe squall kui; cuve 11»* 
G&e »a#6 to mo# littl* portit 1& $1** 
#o#t A«$l#fyiajk of hi# U'^ogo D#6au*# it i* batin 
gyaWl w&d #pooj*lyptlo, eot%la& out a vi&ioa of 
liwrnaa yooloty 6b3% iaoiuAo* a#*%ijr utf 
tm#OKtAaao$ awl aleo llviRgljF efiAp<Kt» aort 
a%:%#3p$ at oulvjU% tA# epoolflo paobiea* 
gf laa# flcclaaal oariativ*,#? 
#el#*a #B#ay »*& publleaed la a **fio# 
of Skit 6aK# ** popul ar vie# of wLe&eae fui u&# 
&â roador'* aW SAac fooi*e @a wlokeaf ** a 
aoT%l ^fltor aad ao* a# a writer of ai&Bt$#ro *aa f&a&*#y* 
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Though these essaye were intended to eoxxeet the view of 
ezitlo# like *ilaon and Johneon# ae well as Trilling, 
nothing that Wain majre ie eeriouely different from ajr 
aneljrmi#, e%eept hie point that the family metaphor is 
equally as important a# that of the prison and exeept mioh 
minor pointe as hie view of the Aieafeles, or of the im­
port anoe of the plot, 
There are a number of oritioe who agree with tKrilling 
that Dioken#* works are "at beet only inoidentally real-
ietio," end that he should be treated am a writer of 
fantasy* Before I go on to discuss these oritics, however $ 
I want to discuss another approach to the novel that is 
quite different from mine, that of the Marxist critios 
who see the novel as a mirror of the class struggle. I 
will then discuss the critics who give interpretations 
based on depth psychology, and then critics who have worked 
out special theories to explain Dickens* &m I said at the 
beginning of this section, obviously none of these groupings 
is rigid, 
George Bernard bhaw was the prototype for the Marxist 
reaction to Dickens. In his introduction to Hard Times, 
he eays that the JKngland of Thackeray and Trollope has 
gone, but the m&gland of Dickens, of the Barnacles and the 
Iferdles, "is revealing itself in every day*s news as the 
real England we live in."^mough he says, "There ie no 
'greatest book* of Dickens; all hie books form one great 
life-work, a Bible, in fact , , . all are magnificent# 
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h# prefer# the later saolal novels, m emphasize# Dieken#' 
great influence on hie own #atiri@ technique, and he writes 
ot £2££i£> 
tittle Dorrit i# a mere seditious book than 
as mmital# All over Europe men and women are 
in prison for pamphlets and speeehe# which are 
to little Jtforrit as red pepper is to djnamite, # . • 
fortunately» for social evolution, governments 
never know where to strike.71 
T# A, Jackson develops this idea at length in his analy­
sis of little worrit in his book, Qharle# Dicken## the 
AOKress of a Radicalwhich is interesting primarily as 
an example of the variety of way# in which Dickens can be 
read# Jackson sees Little Dorrit as a potentially revolu­
tionary novel that closely approximates "the proletarian 
standpoint I** and he read# the novel as an allegory. The 
actual villain is none of the chazacters who represent 
wickedness in the novel, but is, instead» merely "Riches." 
*e get indication# of the villain in tne shadowu of the 
Marshal###, in the airoumlocution Office, and in the gloom 
of Mrs. Olennam's theology. 
In the first half of the novels "Poverty^" the Dorrits 
live restricted within the debtors* prisons for all of 
its imprisonment, however, the garshalsea harbours courage, 
compassion, and kindliness within its wall#. In Book Two, 
"Riche#," when the Dorr it s journey into Good Society, they 
find that, despite their weAlth# they again feel imprison­
ment, and this time it is imprisonment accompanied by the 
heartleesness, self-seeking, and greed of their upper-
clas# companionst 
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Ik aoatraat with th# world of wealth aad faeh-
ion th# Ma%#hal##a and its sooietj of imprisoned 
debtors stand# out a# light to darkness# or as 
heaven to hell. The released prisoners—the 
father and the Ohild of the Marshalsea—find, 
eaeh in a different way# that they have only 
ohanged one prison for a #or#e$ And there is 
#@# Olennam and her viotim* Arthur# to prove 
to them that worse, even* than the Hell of 
Rich##, is th# h#llishn#ee of orthodox theol** 
ogjt whioh turn# the universe itself into one 
huge, inesoapable Marshalsea# whose jailer is a 
fiendishly vengeful God. , , ,7* 
Only when their riohes crash to ruin in th# Merdle #peou-
lation# and when the theology of *rs. Glennam has oollapsed, 
oan the prisoners b# set free to try to take their slender 
resouroes and make the best of what is left of their life# 
Diokens shows all of the vioes of the oharacter# and 
of sooiety flourishing under the rule of "Eiohe##" and all 
of the ooi^osponding virtues flowering under the rule of 
"Poverty#** All of the virtuous people are victims and 
are made to suffer acutely, while the vicious characters 
all suffer considerably less, Jackson finds Little 
Dorrit# therefore, heavily pessimistic, especially since 
the worst villain of all, the Oircumlocution Office, does 
hot suffer at all and shows no signs of being overthrown. 
He sees sign# of hope, however, in the crash of th# 
Cl#nnam ho%is#, whioh gives the sense of a similar fat# in 
store for th# Oircumlooution Office, 
The errors in the Jackson analysis are easy to point 
out, The villain of the novel is not simply "Riches," 
for the villainy lies in the faults of the individual 
characters as well as in the society^ an obvious example 
#9 
is Miee Wad«* Tlrtuea have mt flever@4 mder the rule 
of "Poverty"! William Dorrit and his son and daughter 
fajEUEgr have, la fast* been corrupted by their poverty as 
well a# their wealth# while Mttle ilorrit has remained 
virtuous rich or poor. Mor do mil of the virtuous people 
suffer more intenselyî Little Dorrit and Olennam finally 
achieve a happiness that is denied to characters like 
dowan» VadOi or fanny, while both hlandois and Mes» Glennam 
are certainly punished# Mever the less, though Jackson 
ignores much of Dickens in order to work out his allegory, 
he did, writing in 1958» focus attention on a side of 
Dickens that had been neglected. 
Jack Lindsay in Gharle# Dickens: biographical agl 
G r i t i c a l  S t u d y  t a k e s  a  s i m i l a r  v i e w  o f  D i c k e n s H e  
says that the novel represents Dickens * "mature and epical 
presentation of Victorian society,"̂ 5 and the theme of 
the book is self-deception. Dickens wishes to show the 
way the entire system works "to deceive everyone with a 
maddening wthod for the evasion of responsibillty which 
wwked out as masking all the evils in society and govern* 
ment*"̂  ̂ Lindsay explains that Dickens wished to show 
the link between all levels of society, between govern­
ment, high society, and finance# The theme of deception 
is carried out most clearly in William Dorr it who is "a 
symbol of the Victorian bourgeoisie, living on a lie, 
afraid above all of having to face up to origins, afraid 
of the reality behind the fine words*"77 Bickeae wishes 
to strip away all the masks—Dorrit is exposed as a 
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jailbird; Merdie, as a swlaâleri Mrs, Ulemiam, ae a 
oraatur# of greed and hate; Uaabjr, as a ruthless hypo­
crite. 
Again# though lindaay makes some good points about 
the novel# in working out his theme of self-deeaptioa* 
he neglects the more obvious theme of the prison and most 
of the important images. Ë# takes a Freudian as well as 
a Mszxist approaoh, and he sometimes beoomes oarriad 
away with his psjrohologioal Insights in tracing various 
Character® to people in Dickens* personal life, 
leaently a number of critics have examined Mttle 
Borrit from a psychoanalytic perspective, extending the 
idea that the novel is most rewardingly approached not 
as a study of society but as myth or dream. M. D. MoMaster 
in a recent essay says that trilling is "the only critic 
in one hundred years to mine its riches suDstantially."^® 
Me Master discusses the archetypal patterns in little ilorrit 
and he explores the way in which Uickens uses myth to de­
termine imagery and style. Bis view of the novel excuses 
Blaadois' "flamboyantly theatrical villainy," and Little 
Dorrit*s "angelic purity" as necessary parts of a "vision 
full of sombre religious suggestion.little Wrrit 
is like Una in the faery Queen or JBeatrice in the Divine 
Oomedy. and as a symbol of spiritual purity in a fallen 
world, she obliterates Blandois* evil and rescues Arthur 
from the Cave of Despair in the Marshalsea. Mcmeter 
believes that Dickens consciously used the inferno myth 
to provide a moral commentary on contemporary history. 
Mke Joyce, he blended reality and myth. Arthur*8 return 
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to Iioadon from the land of the plagues le '*oae of the 
oleareet and meet somhxe deplotloae of the Uity of JDread* 
ful might In Tiotozian literature# a labyrinth of dim 
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and eeoret etreete," and hie journey through the laby­
rinth of London le the traditional quest of the hero 
journeying through the eaeteland# enduring a death struggle, 
and finally aeeompliahing hie quest* 
fhlB approach to little Dorrit could be valuable, but 
MBMaeter'e article is disappointing» Ml# dieoueeioa ie 
too brief to develop hie argument Convincingly and to give 
m detailed exploration of Dickeae# working out of much 
pattera#, la particular, he does not give enough atteation 
to Dickene' style, the way ia which he transfers his mythic 
visioa to the reader, 
A more rewarding variation of this approach suggests 
that Dickeas* novels be treated as fairy tales ia which 
Dickeas presents his own experieaces ia mythic form* guch 
readers see the novels as "subtle aad endlessly ramifying 
fable# * • • taey embody deep aad profoundly attractive 
(or frightening) humaa fears and hopes»" Harry dtoae 
and Dorothy Van Ohent develop such ideas ia their essays 
on Great Bacpeo tat ions* tracing the way in which Diokeas* 
art has its roots la folk tradition and showing how these 
fairy tale patterns are part of the structure Oi l#iokens* 
op 
novels* Though no critic has yet analyzed Little Dorrit 
la this way, such an approach would seem to be natural to 
the aovel, which, after all# has its own interpolated 
fairy tale*®^ 
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Another easay take# an nnnaual viewpoint, pro«luelz% 
an anaijal# that la intereebing, if nnaound# Alan Wild#, 
in an article "Mr# W * @  Aim# and the Aaal©gieal Btamcture 
of Littl# Dorrit#" maintains that despite her eeemingly 
minor poaition in the novel, Mr# Aunt la "at the heart 
of the book; ahe la the analogical center of the ohaotie 
QM 
force# for and of evil." Wild# ackno#l#dg#a that Mr# 
Fa Aunt is partly hnmorona, but ahe is also something 
mar# sinister* 8h# is herself only a m#chanical thing 
and by refusing to acknowledge others, she roba them of 
life# ûixecting her hostility at arthur, she is "all 
the irrationality of the world, all ita aggreeaion and 
hostility breaking out under the mask of eccentricity, 
the fmmam id thinly diaguieed in a dr#amlik# phantamma-
goria,"*̂  fhe m#aning of "Nobody*a fault" is inherent 
in lfe« W*B AuntI the disease in the world of little 
Dorrit ia not in the organization of the government but 
in the "very nature of things.** #. f*s Aunt is like 
many of the other evil people in the novel; aa Casby 
dominates Pancke# llandoia, Oavallato; #illiam$ Frederick; 
eh# exploita flora* 
As an "anti-human horror" and a aymbol of Arthur *a 
guilt, Mr. Fa Aunt la the direct opposite of Little 
Dorrit, who ia like Ohriat in Paradise g#K@in#d. Little 
Dorrit ia identified with th# sun and is the center of 
the forces of good; she ia, however, not strong enough 
to destroy ## f*8 Aunt, but can only temporarily overpower 
9) 
her. The final confrontation with Mr* Aunt come# 
in the pastry shop soen# at the end of the novel, and 
only when she is gone, oan Idttle Dorrit and Arthur marry. 
Mr# P*s innt is a perhaps more modish devil than 
aiandoie, but tilde seems to me to &ive her an importanoe 
not justified by Die kens* attitude toward her nor by the 
form of the novel. Mis artiele does point out some image 
patterns that even the very thorough Millis Miller missed; 
for example, the disease imagery which is used to show 
"that the world of little Dorr it is eioh and &i;at the 
86 siokness is a moral one#** 
Recent oritioe have also attempted to deal with the 
central problem of Dickens oriticism—the presence in the 
game work of material that is excellent and of material 
that is Mglously flawed—-by developing theories that either 
solve this problem or try to reconcile the two elements. 
An interesting critic who takes off from work done by 
Killis Miller and from Freudian psychology is Taylor 
Stoehr in Dickon#i the Dreamer*s 8t#nce.^? Stoehr works 
out an elaborate analogy between Dickens* novels and 
Freud's explanation of dream work, interpreting six novels 
as if they were dreams, not to expose Dickens as a 
neurotic but in order to show the reader how Dieken#* 
dream manner create# a "world with infinite possibilities.* 
According to Stoehr f Dickens both gave himself up to hi# 
dream and at the same time imposed upon it a logical struc­
ture» A# older critic# failed to appreciate Dickens* 
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consoioue ooatfol, recent oritloe have exaggerated it. 
atoehr would eetahllmh a new class for Dlokemm between 
realism* naturalism, and symtwolism, what he calls the 
"dream manner" or "super-naturalism," Diokens would be 
the head of this eohool as Defoe is of realism, "neither 
realist or fantast, but something in between* 
In the first two chapters of his book Btoehr presents 
an ezoelient analysis of Diekens' style, which he sees 
as characterimea by beth a fondness for intricate detail 
and for @#refully controlled order* 
ji!he seemingly needlees details form part of 6 
meticulous weaving , # . a world in which all 
seemingly trivial, unrelated objects, people, 
and events finally mesh in an intricate and 
self-contained pattern# . , # jKverything is 
relevant, even necessary to the total design* * . » 
Artificial as ifickens* rhetoric may mometlmee 
seem, it allows him to command effects which are 
out of the question for most writers, at once 
realietio in kind and in tfuaatity of detail, and 
almost allegorical in the schematization and 
intensity of rendering. $he blend is dream-
like, hallucinatory, super-real.89 
Because of personal and cultural preesuree, Dickens 
narrated his stories as if they were dreams, and, like 
dreams, they simultaneously conceal and reveal tneir basic 
subject, which is always some sort of sexual transgression 
which must be punished. Stoehr shows how this pattern 
appears in little Dorrit. The sexual transgression at 
the root of this novel is Arthur's illegitimacy. This 
sin of his illegitimacy has caused his strict rearing, 
which in turn has caused hie sterility and lack of will, 
because of his inherent iguilt, he succumbs to the social 
9$ 
guilt of the oontagioh of the Meidle epeoulationa and 
thus to the "stultifying inetitutione" of the society 
«hioh are impri#oning the people. Hie imprieoMent, 
however, puaiehee hie guilt; he undergoeg atonement and 
then a rebirth with hie marriage to Little Dorrlt* 
Part of Diekenm' dream work le to have other charmd-
tere act ae eurrogatea for Olennam; for example, Alandoim, 
who ie like Arthur an outa^tder, eervee as a eacrificial 
victim for him* Juet a# jilandoie repreeent Arthur, eo 
doe# Mi## Wade# Her revuleion from other# i# another 
form of Arthur's lack of will; both are illegitimate and 
a«ar# ckf cla## rmnk, and both fear no one can love them# 
Ber etory i# a "dreamlike dleplaoement and oondeneation 
of all the element# of Arthur*# #tory 6uppreB#ed and 
eoattered oryptioally#fhi# 1* the reason for Dickens* 
ôurimâ# emphasi# on Mi## #ad#*e interpolated etory, "The 
History of a Self ̂ Tormentor." Beading Mies Wade's story 
is the nearest Arthur come# to understanding hie own pre­
dicament. 
Again, with the oollapee of the Clennam house, 
Dioken#* "dream logic i# perfect," for throughout the 
novel houses and the people in them have been magically 
related* Since che people consistently make their houee# 
prison#, the theme of the rotting house is also related 
to the larger motif of the prison house. At the end of 
the novel nothing in the society ha# changed, but Dickens 
seems to warn that if humane continue to work against 
nature with imprisoning institution#, "Nature itself will 
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revolt, with deacruotiv* violeae# . * . and the whole 
unaatuzal edifio# will fall in upon iteelf,"^^ 
little Dozrit i* pictured a* a flower blosGomlag la 
the prieoa-houee, carryiaf^ with her the freedom of aatur#, 
Stoehr ftada Diokea*' treatmeat of Little Dorrit uaaati#-
factorj, however. Mer atory i# "peculiarly empty#" am 
ehe ia puehed out of the center of her half of the plot 
by her father# As with so maay of his other novels, ia 
little Dorrit Diokeaa uses structural elemeata for the 
dream work by creatiag a dual plot, with both plots ooa-* 
taiaiag stories of *ea imprisoaed by the past and by their 
owa develùpiag knowledge of what imprisoameat meaas. Oae 
of the faults of little Dorrit is, however, that the plots 
have too little to do with oae another, Dickens tries to 
bridge this gap with suoh devices ae little Dorrit's 
letters to Oleaaam ia Book Two, but the ^ovel suffers from 
a "split ia structure#** fhe secret wroat^ the Oienaame 
have doae to the Dorrits seems surprisiagly small to th* 
reader, aad evea the marriage provides oaly a "super­
ficial uaity*"9^ 
Though Stoehr'e theoretical criticism is exeelleat, 
his practical criticise with little Dorrit ie not as suc­
cessful# The sexual transgreeeioa here—"Arthur's illegit­
imacy—^is not firmly eaough at the root of the aovel to 
justify Stoehr'e thesis. As Stoehr has pointed out, it 
is unrelated to oae of the central eveate of the aovel, 
William Dorrit's impiisoameat. Stoehr's theory does show 
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how Dieken#' work safelefied the unoonaoioua emotional 
needs of hie audience and himself, and in his attention 
to form and style# Stoehr is able to show how Didkens 
transmitted his dream to his readers# Stoehr says that 
when Dickens fails to tie his fantasies to concrete in* 
stances which are apparently realieuic, "the way to belief 
in the fantasy is blocked," and since the facts have been 
passed by, sentimentality, feelings in excess of the 
facts, appears in the very "smeil of insincerity and 
pretense" in the language being used#^^ 
Robert Garis concentrates on the theatrical element 
in Dickens and the wsy in which it causes what he calls 
the "Dickens problem," which creates confusion in criti-
cism and leads to what he believee is "grave distortion" 
in saying that the most eignificant part of his work is 
"symbolic and prophetic ... an exciting but seriously 
misleading view#"^ Garis argues against the "new ortho-
doxy," the recent view of such critics as Wilson, Miller* 
and Trilling which goes against the traditional criticise 
that Dickens was weak in coherence and structure and strong 
in energy, vitality, and oreutivity# Dickens is a writer 
of genius, but Garis deniee that his novels are complete, 
coherent organism# that are properly termed symbolic, 
and feels that though these critics have sent readers 
back to Dickens, their distortions will eventually work 
against Dickens' reputation# Garis believes that Dickens 
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worked iû a mode mot suitable for "hi^h art," aM sa#t hie 
working out of symbols and pattern* is much less valuable 
and powerful than hie new oritioa auggest. He explain# 
the way in whloh Dlek#n#* theatrical method is different 
from the work of such traditional noveliet# ae Eliot, 
Tolatoy, and Jame# in order that we may eeoap# th# 
"Dloken# problem" and learn how to respond to Diokene* 
performanoe* 
Beader# who ar# troubled by the fast that it 
i# a p#rform@Aoe are experienoing th# Dioken# 
problem * . , a device ̂ hich to reader# aoou#-
so*#d to non-tueatricai art eeem# artificial 
must have eeemed the mo#t natural thing in the 
world to the master of th# Dickene theatre.95 
In order to ehow what he awane about Dickene* theat­
rical manner, Garia analyze# the opening chapter of 
little Dorrit. the description of Marseilles under the 
burning #un# Accordint^ to Garie, "Dickens art thrives on 
# state of affair# that would be a vice in other novels." 
?rom the first# 
2he insistent voioe all but totally fills our 
conmoiousnes#, * . . Two illueione die being 
created in thi# description* the illusion of 
Mar#eillea, a "faOt to be stron&ly smelt and 
tasted," and eleo uhe illusion of "seeing" 
the skill of the desoriber itself, almost palpably 
preeent to u# as h# aoes about his piofessional ' 
work # * * not ae a personality ,& # but a# 
a performer, as a maker and doer." 
fbe whole d##crlptlon is contrived, with all of the maoh-
inery visible in Dickens* insistent and assured rhetoric 
whloh offer# th# d#erlption to ue with "donfidence and 
pride." When Diok#n# move# from th# d##@ription of 
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the prleoa, he makee aa "iagealoum traaBltion* but aot aa 
orgaaio oa#* it oaly oleare the stage for tae ae* perfor-
maaoe of the prieoa atmosphere. Qaris saye that w# could 
go oa to *ak# aaaloglee, to say* for example, that evea 
the buraiag sua cannot penetrate the prison darkness* or 
that, ironically, the prisoners wish for che sua even though 
outside It is glaring; or that the people in Marseilles 
are just am much imprisoned ae Blaadois aad Jeaa Baptist, 
but we would not be reading Diokeas, fae atmosphere created 
is act an environment for the characters but a stage setting. 
"The chapter is rounded off with a little moralizatioa of 
the setting itself, which has mo specific relation to the 
particular travellers we have seea."^ 
Even ̂ though little Dorr it has some good individual 
performance in it, they are mostly performed ia isolation. 
DiOkens ĥ s new and complex ideas about his world, but he 
is unable|ko express thee# concepts with his familiar, 
old technique® and so &lttl* Dorr it is not successful. "A 
note of strain" enters the performance, "The habits of the 
Dickens theatre itself begin to seem a kind of prison, 
almost ae life-destroying as the habits engendered ia the 
*arshalsea,"99 for example, mince flora finchiag is the 
"star" of the show, the story and the characterisation of 
Arthur must give way to her. Dickene pushes Arthur's de-
pressioa aside and prepares for the "production of flora's 
comic side»kick, Mr. F's Auat."Again, Arthur's epiri-
tusl sterility is an important theme of the novel, yet 
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Diokeae choos#* to pieeeat it with th# "area iroaie*" of 
the chapter "Nobody's Rival." "Weuare almost offended by 
what aeeme ao# the crude exhibitioaiem of the theatrical 
artist, #0 buey finding a way of playing the eceae# eo 
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proud of the silly device he has inveated." 
Again with the Meaglea Dickeaa* techaiguea are not 
equal to the complex moral eituation he hae created* #e 
never learn why Pet marries Gowaa and although Dickens aug-
geeta that the Mbaglea' benevolence le not enough# he ia 
unable to §xpreaa hia feeling. The scene between Mr# 
Meaglea an# ^tttycoram is a pointed "official moral of 
Tattycoram's etory, aponsored by the management," and the 
whole story of Tattyeoram and Wade is expressed by a too 
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limited and conventional theatrical stock-company." 
Thia same thing is true with Idttle Dorr it. SChough 
Dickeaa may have intended to make little Dorrit a aymbolic 
force, he did nob achieve his goal. Garie says Trilling's 
defease of little Dorrit is a "bold one" with hie argument 
that those who object to little Dorrit are using "crude 
principles of veraimilitude#"^^^ but the idea is not aound. 
little Dcgrit doea not exist as a paraclete in an aliegori-
cal realm, but she ia honored fox her social behavior; 
She ia the complete embodiment of the Victorian 
domestic and social virtues, and one's objection 
is not that uhe Victorian virtues are less than 
in the higheat degree admirable but that chey 
not belong,10̂  
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ïhe ending when Mttle Dorrit oomea to Arthur is one 
of Diokenm' worst eoenee, for unforcunateij he eubeti-
tutee hie child-woman antithesis for a rioh-pooi one, 
bringing in financial and cluee standards and identifying 
Olennam's financial ruin with moral disgrâce. Again, 
Garis says, Dickens may have intended co show clennam^ 
moral ouescioning, but hie ecruples against martying 
Little Dorrit are theatrical and artificial, 
Essentially, Garie ie pteeenting again, with varia­
tions, traditional views of Dickens. As early ae 1872 
with George lewes, Dickene was criticized for similar 
reasons.Garis* view is more convincing, however, 
because he does acknowledge that Dickens is working with 
a great deal of consciously exercised control and order, 
even though this order is artificial and gives us not a 
"self'-develcping organism" but a theatrical performance* 
Garis, also following traditional criticism, believes 
Dickens* genius is best expressed in hie brilliant in-
ventivenees# hie "deepest and moet interesting meanings 
ICXi 
are unconscious." Great Expectations ie Dickens' 
maeterpiece because in it he found material perfectly 
adapted to his theatrical manner# 
I have summarised Garis' oaee in some detail--in fact 
with some reluctance—because it is so damaging a rebuke 
to critics who see the novel as a symbolic structure and 
to critics who ignore Dickens* limitations. As with 
Stoehr, however, Gar ie * s theory is excellent, but his 
examination of individual novels is not always satisfactory. 
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Demplt# him a%gum#at, an aaalyal# like a&ln*# of th# 
opening #cene eeem# oloeei co what Diokens ia doing# 
And aa I spent much of my eeaaj trying co show, I believe 
that the setting in Ohapter 1 hae every relation to th# 
travellers Dickens is showing. If critics like frilling 
and Miller ignore Pickens* limitations$ Saris ignore# 
much of Diokens* richly controlled artistry# Also, 
although his book is intended to explain Dickens* thsat-
ricml methods im order to help us appreciate his particular 
kind of orafiamanahlp# 0arla aeew always to keep looklmg 
wistfully toward other novelists that are more satisfying 
to him# to d#mand that "imaginative contact with inner 
llfe?^^ that Dickens* genius does not offer# 
Garis* work is obviously closely related to that of 
George Orwell, whose essay on Dickens in 1939 reconsid* 
ered DicWms as a representative of English popular culture# 
though Orwell does not discuss little Dorrit, he does make 
some interesting comments on Diokens generally. His 
description of Dickens* style is often quoted* 
Dickens is obviously a writer whose parts are 
greater than his wholes* le is all fragments# 
all details-̂ rotten architecture, but wonder­
ful gargoyles, • . . Xhe outstanding, unmistakable 
mark of Dickens* @ writing is the unnecessary 
detail. * # * 3v#rythimg is piled up up, detail 
on detail, embroidery on embroidery»*̂  
He aee# the early novel# a# Diokena* best work and later 
novel# like little Dorrit. "a form of art for which he was 
not really suited.For Orwell, Dickens* greatness 
is in his ability to create a character so vivid that it 
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le never fozi&otben, and la hie ability "to expree# in a 
oomio, simplified and therefore memorable form the native 
deoenoy of the oommon man»"*̂ ^̂  
Several eritioa deal peroeptively with the "Dickem# 
problem" even though they do not discues little Borrit 
directly, R. 0. Ohurchill may# with a refreshing blunt-
ne#e: 
Mow I believe that in #ome reepeot# Dioken# i# 
the greatest genius in Snglieh literature; but 
I also believe that no writer of any distinction 
at all has ever produced so much rubbish. 4nd 
unfortunately the genius and the rubbish exist 
side by side in the same novels, • • • He is 
the one great novelist whom, even at his best, 
it is necessary occasionally to skip#*** 
While Churchill of couree acknowledge# that the good over* 
whelmingly predominates over the bad, he finds an 
"extraordinary difference in intelligence between the 
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mind that produced lorn finch and Pecksniff," In his 
essay "Dickens, Drama, and (Tradition," which centers 
aroun& Hartin Chusslewit. Ohurchill tries to explain why 
Dickens' comic parts are usually so good and his serious 
parts sometimes so bad. He believe# that with his comedy 
Dickens was influenced by his predecessors, Fielding, 
Bmollet, Sterne, Before, and Jonson, that in Dickens, 
"the tradition of English comic writing is taken up by 
another master#"^^^ In his serious writing, however, 
Churchill finds evidence that he was influenced by the 
contemporary Bnglish drazs, which had sunk to its lowest 
level in Victorian England. Ohurchill say#: 
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fil® fehiags that did not aroue# either his righte­
ous indignât lea or his sense of the ridieulous 
ilipped through his guard unobserved» fhe gen-
tlmeatalltjr mai vulgerity ©f the age he accepted 
with open 
Ohurchill pointa out, an I did* Diokeag* love of oxagger** 
tlon and overemphagie and hie demire to enforoo point# 
already driven home# ge believe# that these trail:# lead 
to many scenes in hie novel# mhloh are "border-iine aohieve^ 
mentg"; he gives ag an example of a scene which is almost 
but not quite auooe#gful# the degcriptlon of the Dorrlt# 
bidding farewell to the Marehalgea in Mttle Dorzit, 
Ohurohill oonclmde# hi# ee#ay by remarking that Dicken# 
could write serioualy aad with restraint, and that when 
he did, he #ometlme# achieved the ideal eentimentality. 
To Ohurohill, the Important thing about all of Dloken#* 
work ie his ln#ietenoe on the personal and his hatred of 
institutiona* 
Another valuable point that Churchill coneider# and 
that analyglg did not ernphmaime enough is the way in 
which Diokena* language creates hie characters* 
It ie al«aya the lanKuaKO of Dickena that is 
ao important, hie geniue vag eaaentially dra­
matic* * * , the deliberate and neoeaaary dia-
tort ion of language in which bheee characters move 
and apeak fits their deliberately exaggerated 
forms I they are all aeveral aizeg larger than 
life, but the distortion is to gcale,**? 
At thie point I might mention another writer who dis-
eusse® Dickena* use of hie own literary tradition. In fhe 
Flint and the Flame Earle Davie trace# the way Dickena 
developed artiatically, examining hie literary modela and 
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the Influeaoe# for hie various teohoique#,^^^ His work 
eubetaatiatee argument that Diokene #ae a paiaetakiag# 
coaecious orafteman# 
If the eritio begiaa to examine the method# by 
whioh Diokea# got hie narrative effeote, he 
immediately find# overwhelming evidence of 
oareful oraftsmanmhip. « • • He seems never to 
have forgotten anything he read, and he attempted 
to duplicate or improve upon almost every tech­
nique which had been uaed by hie predeoeeeore, 
Along with Smollett and fielding oame the senti­
mental novelists, the Gothic novelists, the 
humanitarian writers like Holcroft and Godwin, 
the hietorieal novelists like Goott; and after 
the novelists cams the plays he loved and bor-
rowed from* the farses# the tragedies# the 
mel#dramas—even the special mannerisms of cer­
tain aotors# Diokens tried every narrative 
device which had worked in the past# and the 
circumstances surrounding the creation of his 
first five novels forced him to try all these  ̂
conglomerate techniques rather experimentally, ' 
Diokens of course also worked out his own techniques# and 
he brilliantly amalgamated all of the writing he imitated 
to make his own style# inventing the "panoramic pattern 
with an accompanying and suffusing symbolism" and also 
his method of revealing "inner realities by outer oddities. 
Davis beli^eves that the oult for Henry James has pushed 
aside Dickens* panoramic approach to the novel# He does 
agree with Ohurohill, however# that Dickens was occasion* 
ally influenced by a tradition which encouraged centimental 
and melodramatic effects# 
Dickens earliest critics do not have much to say 
about Little Dorrit̂  but their work on Dickens establishes 
high standards for later critics. Foster®b life of Dickens 
is helpful for some information it give# about little 
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Dorrit. Porstor telle ua that Dlckea# originally in­
tended a different title, fobody'e fault. and he quote* 
a letter from Diokene which deeoribe* his first thought® 
about the novel: 
It struck me that it would be a new thing to 
show people coming together, in a chance way, 
a# fellow-travellere, and being in the same 
place# ignorant of one another, a# happen# in 
lifeI and to connect them afterwarda, and to 
make the wait^aa for that connection a part of 
the interest»̂ *" 
?orater quote* another letter in which Die ken# write#, 
"Society, the Circumlocution Office and Mr, Gowan are of 
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course three part# of one idea and design»" Dickens 
also wrote for#ter that he intended the chapter "The 
History of a 8elf-Tormentor," a# a way of presenting the 
main idea of Mttle Dorr it in capsule form; 
In Mis# Wade, I had am idea, which I thought a 
new one, of making the introduced story so fit 
into eurrounding# impossible of separation from 
the main story, a# to make the blood of the book 
circulate through both.121 
Such comment# indicate that Dlckem# understood very clearly 
what he was about with Little Dorrit, 
Another of Dickens* critics, however, G* E# Chesterton 
says that Dickens was "not quite himself when he did it," 
that Mttle Dorrit is "not a good novel," that it is "out 
of tune with the main trend of Dickens* moral feeling, 
Chesterton is the chief exponent of the early novels of 
Dickens. The later novels are less great even though they 
have less of what annoys us in Dickens.Chestertoa 
Relieves that in these novels Dickens sought to practice 
realism and to write more carefully and in so doing began 
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to approach the merits of other writers* At the earn 
time$ however, as he beoaa# "less a oarioaturist," he 
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became "less a creator," too* In order to understaad 
and appreciate Dickens» we must reaiiae that he has 
created a world of his own, a world that is mythological: 
Dickens was a mythologiet rather than a 
novelist; he was the last of the antholo­
gists* and perhaps the greatest* He did not 
always manage to make his characters men, but 
he always managed, at the least, to make them 
gods* . * * It was his aim to show character 
hung in a kind of happy void, in a world apart 
from time—yes, and essentially apart from cir-
cum#tance. * * they do not exist for the story; 
the story exists for them; and they know it.12$ 
Chesterton explains Dickens * villains by saying that they 
are not supposed to be actual characters, but to serve as 
representative# of the danger of evil, "a ceaseless, ruth­
less, and uncompromising menace, like that of wild beast# 
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or the sea#" Chesterton'# criticism of Dickens is weak 
in that he fails to see beyond the "jolly Dickens" but his 
conception of Dickens* comic world as being chiefly a 
mythological world offers a valuable insight in under­
standing Dickens* comedy, a side of Dickens which is still 
being neglected in the sixties* 
George Gi##ing i# an excellent critic of Dickens, but 
hi# A g&a&I# *zittea in 1898, 
offers little help with little Dorrit, which he sees as a 
novel whose "moral them# is the evils of greed and vulgar 
ambition."Î-26 a, praise# Fanay Dorrit as an excellent 
portrayal of the London "shopgirl," judges William Dorrit 
to be among Dickens* finest pieces of characterisation, 
but considers Little Dorrit*8 moral perfection as "optimism 
of tW crudest klmd." Oallke OhesUertoa, however, Qlssing 
oam e»e and appreciate Biokeas* macuze artiatio power ai&d 
craftsmanahip, and he was one of the earliest critics tc 
try to resolve the "Dickens problem" of the mixture of 
good and bad work, a problem with which critic:# are still 
struggling* 
In the same way critics are just now coming again 
to see things about Dickens that critics like H» â* 
faine had pointed out from the first, Iain# in his Mistcrr 
of teKlish Mterature in 1879 examines Dickens* #@bit of 
embodying objects with the personality of Mi characters: 
"he will make a sort of human being out ô£ the house$ grim­
acing and forcible* which attracts our attention* and which 
we shall never forget"; or again* "the imagination of 
Dickens is like that of moacmanlacs# fo plunge oneself 
into an idea, to be absorbed by it, to eee nothing else, 
to repeat it under a hundred forms. • • « these are the 
great feature# of his imagination and style.faiae 
also seems to anticipace archetypal criticism; 
When a talented writer, often a writer of genius* 
reaches the sensibility which is bruised or burled 
by #ducaticn and national institutions, he moves hi# 
reader in the most inner depth#, and becomes the 
master of all heists.3.30 
It is easy to let the poorer Dickens critics alone, 
but not so easy to make any sort of judgment of the mere 
skillful critics. All of the criticisms of Little Dorrit 
were Incomplete in some way, and even taken together* they 
do not cover every aspect of the novel. Rereading little 
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Dorr it# I find motifs and conneetione not mentioned by 
any of the oritiùm—the bird imagery# for example, or the 
emphaai# on ledgers and balance books, the many picburea 
and mirrors# $he novel does have inner depth#, and though 
I dielike oritie# who speak of "mining the riohesT ox 
"working the vein," Dieken#' world is truly ime%bnn#ti-
ble# But obviously there ie no "final reading" or 
"oorreot approach" to the novel# At eome point the beck-
ground and personality of the individual oritie enter# 
and the Little Dorrit who seems to one "the Child of the 
Parable, the negation of the loeial will" beoomee to another 
that "eeIf-effgoing little monee." A® Worge ford oommente 
in Die kern# and Mia Reader a. eaoh oritio is imdez the im-
pression that "hi# little Doxrit is tW Mttle Dorr it 
Ford*# book ie an informative and well-»ritten study 
of the way Dieken#* novel# have been received by hi# 
reader#, and in it he inoiude# a chapter "The Uncommon 
Reader," which contain# an acconnt of all of the crltioiam 
of DWwmm* work by professional critic# or important lit­
erary figures from 18)6 to 1955, While there is only an 
.occasional reference to Little Dorr it. ford does very 
suacesefully for the whole of Dickens* work what I have 
tried to do for one novel. He include# a summary list of 
seven point# on which Dickon# is most criticized: 
1# that Dickens' criticism of society i# childish, 
misinformed, and based upon a fatuous optimism: 
2# that his novel# violate the canon# of Ihe tfovel 
by their emphasis upon sensetionali#m, by their 
improbabilities and general failure in realism; 
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3» that hlB novels fail to explore the inner 
live® of the oharacteza; 
4. that him novel# violate the canons of the 
Hovel because they mu@t have been written 
without âue attention to art; 
5. that hi# novel# fail to deal with eeaaial 
realism} 
6. that because he wa# self«educated» hi# writ­
ing can have nothing to #aj of interest to 
educated readers| 
7* that when he resorts to eentimencality* his 
style is unbearable,*)^ 
I tried to show in my essay on little DorrIt that th# 
fourth point is simply not true# fhe last point is# un* 
fortimately, valid, but most of the other# are largely 
resolved by not asking Die ken# to be another kind of writer 
than he is, by keeping in mind th# main precept of oriti-
eism-«»to try to decide where the power in a work is rather 
than to demand what is not there. Since little Dorr it is 
centered around Dickens' eritieism of societyt however, I 
would like to discuss the first point in fart Three# with 
this variation# with Little Dorrit the charge is not that 
the novel is based on a fatuous optimism but that the 
criticism of society in the novel is misinformed and based 
upon an unjustifiable pessimism. 
Aocordiag to ford, the most encouraging aspect of 
resent Dickens criticism is the evidence that his novels 
do flourish under analysis in a way which even his admirers 
at one time thought impossible, and he says that his study 
could have been called "The Variety of Dickens" not only 
for the variety of ways he has been read, but fox the actual 
variety to be found in his work. Dickens* great popularity 
and his literary immortality lie in the fact that, like 
Ill 
ghakegpeare# h* doee have somethio^ for everyone# Ford 
gwe OA to emy that it ia difficult to aeeeaa Diokeam beoauae 
of the variety of ways in which hie hooka have been read; 
An awareneaa of thia variety may aometimes make the 
task of ayatheaia aeem top overwhelming a ahalleage 
for oritioiam, heoauae it may imareaae bhe diffioul-
tiea to the point of diacouragement. let the risk 
ia worth taking, fo be auapioioûa of the oritieal 
arroganae which finds in one phase of Biekene* 
novela the whole of Diokena ia an essential atep 
towarda eymtheaia. # # # ihat aeema to be needed 
for future diacueaiona of Diokena ia the capacity 
to apply an awareneaa of the various qualities of 
hi# #a*k to a further close reading of individual 
novels,*3̂  
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ail eommon thioge beeome imAommoa andl enehamted to me," 
(UbrletmaB Mooka) 
the questloa of the relatiaaehip between a wzitex's 
created world and the actual eociety arouad him oaaaot be 
eaalljr aaeweredl* Oertaialj* however# ia a novel whieh 
deale ae ezteaeively a# little worrit with eociety, aome 
io&owledge of the eoolal aad political background behix&d 
the novel 1* eesentlal* The criticiam Jlckene make* of 
people in society—'that they i#prleoa themeelvea and 
other#—ia obviously not jueb true for nineteenth century 
England, but, aa Trilling point# out, beare on the uai-
vereal problem of the relationship between the individual 
aad society* Neverthele##$ Dicken#' novel is closely 
oomwcted with hi# period# He makes reference# to actual 
event# and detaile of the era, and he aleo reflect* 
Victorian attitude# and emotioaa. A look at the back-
ground behind the novel, then, may illuminate, if aot 
solve, certain critical probleme and ia therefore a logical 
fiaal Btep of the critical exerciee I am followiag* Here 
again I am concentrating on what can be learned ficm the 
variou# Dickea# critic#, particularly khoee who deal speci­
fically with Dickea# * view of his society and the validity 
of that view, 
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Apparently Dlckeae* peseialem *ae jwetifled aad the 
ooadltioa of the Ea&lieh eoolety of the 1850*8 *a* bad 
enough to provoke aerioue crltloiem from many quarter* 
and to oauee a wideepread despair over the state of the 
eouatry# Bdgar JohouBoa^e biographical and critical etudy 
of Dickeaa give# an ezplaaatioa of the coaditioas which 
motivated Diokea# to begin ULttle Dorrit la December of 
1855*^ He had been led to his view of the mtate of 
Sagliah eociety by the eveata of the twelve months before 
he begaa tittle Dorrit* la 1854 the Orimeaa War had be-
gua$ a war whose cause# were never eatiafactorily explained 
and a war which wae #o gro##ly miamaa::i&ed bhat it led to 
dieaater for the British Army# 3iy the end of 1854^$ Ih* 
lime# was writiag of the failure of the war ae a result 
of the inefficiency of the goverament aad the military 
#y#tem$ aad the public was aagrily demaadiag admiaistra* 
Give reform# Johnson writes of Dickens * desire to write 
a book which would expose "the vast impersonal system of 
laefficieacy, veaality, aad wrong, baffljLag all endeavor 
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to fasten responsibility anywhereand he goes on to 
explain Dickens' feeling for the plight of hie #ociety: 
from the hideous lagar houses where England's 
defenders had suffered and died In the Crimea to 
the gloomy labyrinth# of the War Office and the 
Oivil Service and all the government departments 
of Whitehall aad Kestmiaster, obstructing every 
endeavor at improvement, what was society but one 
huge house of bondage? #hat were the red tape of 
administration and the entangling forms of farlia-
mentary procedure but gyves binding men's limbs? 
What were the mills and mines of the Black Country 
and the dank homes of the workers but jail cells 
filled with the clanking machinery and the odor 
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of hot oil, hemmed in bjr bars of emoke and 
the overehadowing pall of dark fog between them 
and the sunlit sky? Finally, what else were 
those fettering constraints upon men* s very thoughts 
that made them servile to their oppressors and that 
left those oppressors themselves close-Xocked , 
within the imprisoning conventions thatmled themr 
According to Johnson# Diokens wanted Little Dorrit to 
emphasize the obstructionism of e bureaucracy that entangled 
justice and prevented progress, the alliance between poli­
tical leadership ond unscrupulous financial interests, 
and the rack-renting of the poor for the profit of their 
exploiters. Johnson reside Dickens* novels almost as social 
histories, and sees his lacer novels as acouiately rep­
resenting the condition of TRngland at the time. 
Monro# linge 1 in Th# mturitjr of Dickens discues## 
Dickens' view of social and political issues. He des­
cribes Dickens* attack in his periodicals am the "specu-
4 
lativ# 'boom and bust' of the fitiea and sixties," and 
Dickens* consern with the limited liability speculatlom 
that was causing th# numb#r of companies in Bngland bo 
multiply drastically. Dickens felt this expansion was 
dangerous and unreal and he realised* 
the difficulty of exercising the control and 
supervision necessary to keep the joint-stock 
banks honest and stable; and any Instability or 
failure could of course touch off a loss of pub-
He confidence that in a credit #conomy creates 
panic and disaster#? 
Bxig#l also explains that Dickens had conducted an 
all-out war against the Poor law of 18)2, which inaugurated 
a new method of dealing with the poor, fhis method, based 
on Bethamite principles, was to make the condition of 
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pauperism eo impleaeant and eo tm&h l*ae desirable thaa 
the ooMition of a laborer that the working olaeeea 
would aoeept any work rather than become paupere. Under 
the law, the only relief obtainable wae through work-
houses« and as a result the workhouses beoame overorowded 
and oharactorisod by unbearable conditions# Angel* too# 
apparently finds Diokens* sooial oritioism reliable. 
Mot unexpectedly, George Bernard 8haw is another 
who praises the aoeuraoy of Dickens* social criticism* 
He says that Dickens* "description of our party system* 
with its Goodie, Doodle, Poodle, etc# has never been 
surpassed for accuracy and for penetration of superficial 
pretense,"^ He goes on to say that Little Dorr it is 
far more seditious than many of the pamphlets and speeches 
for which others have been imprisoned# 
Barnacle and Stlitstalking were far too con-
ceited to recognize tneir own portraits. , . . 
Mc# Sparkler was not offended; he stuck to his 
sinecure and never read anything. . . # fhe 
mass of Dickens readers, finding his politi­
cians too funny to be credible, continued to 
idolise Goodie and Doodle as great statesmen, 
and made no distinction between John Stuart 
mil in the India Office and Mr# Sparkler# 
In fact the picture was not only too funay 
to be credibleI it wae too truthful to be 
funay#̂  
&# Fielding in hie study of Dickens inoludes a 
chapter, "Political Views and *Id,ttle Dorrit*." in which 
he attacks the idea that Dickens* analysie of Victorian 
society was satisfactory or complete and says that critics 
euoh as Shaw and Johnson have made too much of Dickens as 
a sooial critic.^ He quotes the Boodle-#oodle satire 
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in Bleak House and commenta# 
fMs is tremendouely good fun. But, un­
fortunately# some exitlee have attempted 
to take it perfectly seriously. , . , It 
has been built into a conception of Dickens as 
a profound social prophet, attacking *the 
forces of greed and privilege spinning their 
labyrinthine web of corruption • • • modern 
England # » . the world of an acquisitive 
society*. If one merely substitutes the names 
of the ministers of the day who held the ac­
tual offices coveted for %oodle and Go. 
(Palmer6tan* Gladstone, Sir George Grey, and 
lord John Russell) one can see that it is 
better to enjoy it as a burlesque than to pre-
tend it is a serious and accurate analysis of 
the party system.? 
yielding goes on to say that Dickens* social criticism 
could be unfair and his political views wrong. îhe 
Gircumlocution Office "as a satiric exposure of some of 
the realities of government at that particular time" was 
completely justified, but it was a "fantastically simpli*, 
lo 
fled" version of actual conditions. 
yielding notes that Dickens fully believed that con­
ditions in England were such that a revolution might break 
out at any time and that he continued to fear this all of 
his life# 
He was completely mistaken* and he was mistaken 
because his analysis of society was mistaken. It 
was not an accident, le was wrong.because he left 
too much out of his consideration. 
fielding also discusses the conditions which motivated 
Dickens to begin little Dorr it. He says that Dickens had 
been, unfartunately, thinking more and more of politics 
in 1854 and lS55f and that the more he thought, the more 
be despaired of parliamentary government. This was not, 
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Fielding olaime, due juat to hi# impatieaoe with the 
bungling of the Orimean War# but aleo to hia political 
views, which "were beginning to be affected by his pri* 
Tat® troubles# His growing radicalism was due not only 
to his observation of the changing state of the country 
12 
but also to his own changing attitude to life." fielding 
complains that Dickens seldom tried to explain what he 
would put in the place of the institutions he deplored, 
and he says; "His limitations may have helped to make him 
more effective as a satirist, but it is time his own pre­
sumptions as a social prophet were exposed# 
Robert Garis also believes that Dickens' view of his 
14. 
society was colored by his private troubles. He explains 
that the attack in the later novels on Dickens* swiety 
came from Dickens* way of looking at the world. As a 
writer who was a mimic, who saw only the outward aspect 
of things, Dickens gradually came to find the world not 
as Interesting as it had once been, fhe people he mimicked 
and the routines with which he mimicked them began to seem 
"mechanical, lifeless, determined, unfree."^^ unable 
to develop any introspection or sense of the free life 
in other people, "Dickens developed a view of the world 
as almost totally in the grip of a gigantic conspiracy 
which takes myriad forms but of which the sole effect is 
to thwart and stifle human freedom and the free contact be-
tweem free splrlts."^^ Dickens began to see the world as 
one imprisoned by 8ystem. 
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George Orwell'a essay oa Diokeae is oftea r«coaaead«d 
as eeseafcial reading for an imderstaadiOb of DiokoaA* 
social oriticiem. Orwell telle *8 that although Diokea# 
was a rebel, he was aot a revolutiooary, but wa# very 
much a product of his own age, a "niaeteeath oentury lib^ 
eral" whose interests were firmly iieatified with those of 
th# middle aui& lowsr-middle class#^^ Orwell believes 
that Dickens had no clear grasp of the eociety he was 
attacking* his work shods "only an emotional perception 
18 
that something is wrong"* 
At the baok of his mind there is usually a half-
belief that the whole apparatus of government 
is unneoeesary* Parliament is siuply Lord Ooodle 
and 8ir Thomas Doodle, the Empire ie simply 
Major Bagstook and hie Indian servant, the Army 
is simply Colonel Ohowser and Doctor Slammer, th# 
public eervioe# are simply Bumble and ta# Cir-^ 
cumlocution Office—and so on and so forth# What 
h# does aot se# is that Goodl* and Doodle . , # 
are performing a function which neither Pickwick 
or Boffin would ev## bother About,*? 
Despite th# savagery with which Dic&ens actacked E&glish 
society I him criticism seldom offends anyone—"one knows 
without heeding to be told that lawyers delight in Sergeant 
Bumfuz and that Little Dorrit is a favourite in the Home 
20 
Office," This ie because Dickens was mainly w moral 
writer* he did not want to overthrow society but instead 
wanted to change human nature: "All he can finally say 
is, 'Behave decently,'" which, Orwell says, *i8 not nec-
21 
essarily so shallow as it sounds," 
Humphry House's study. The Dickens World, is helpful 
for this section of my paper, for House states in his 
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preface that hie purpose is to show the ccmaectiom between 
what Diok*AB wrote and the times in whieh he wrote It. 
House eaye that Dickens was not a p&oneer in discovering 
sooial abuses; 
He wae only giving wider publicity in "inimitable* 
form to a number of social facts and social abuses 
which had already been recognised if not explored 
before him* He shared a great deal of common ex-
pexienoe with his public, so that it could gratefully 
say, "How frueJ"i he so exploited hi© knowledge 
that the public recognized Its master in knowing # , , 
and caught exactly the tone which clarified and 
reinforced the public's sense of right and wrong, 
and flattered Its moral feellngs#2) 
House clears up one slightly puzzling point In regard 
to little Dorr It* He cautions that although Dickens makes 
It clear that the novel Is a story of the 1820*e, two of 
the events in the story, the details of the Mmemhalsea 
prison and the satire on the OlroumlooutIon Office and 
Merdle, stem from the 1850*8 when Dickens was writing 
Little Dorr It. The Circumlocution Office chapters were 
grafted on to the story as a result of the administrative 
meddles of the Crimean War. Mouse states that these 
parts of the novel were 
substantially fair# Mo preponderating blame 
was ever fastened on any individual; the whole 
system failed and Its members with it# Dickens 
took up one of the main points that had been made 
very clear by the war-—that division of respon­
sibility between various departments was an 
effective check upon getting anything done. • * . 
The utter breakdown of the Commissariat and 
Medical Service, though partly due to sheer 
Ignorance of what the campaign involved, was 
due moxe to the cumbrous machinery which seemed 
to exist only for the purpose of delaying orders. 
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House goes on to explain that Dickens was involved 
in the push for reform of the Government, that he belonged 
to the jkdminlstrative Reform Association, and that he 
had been conneoted «ith the need for reform even before 
the waz# The oharaoter of Alerdle *as modelled upon the 
failure and suieide of a John 8adlei%$ a lipperary baakei 
in 1856, or possibly from Hudson the Hallway King, House 
explains that all of the sections of the book whieh deal 
with M#rdle and speculation belong to the crisis of the 
1840*#, and he notes that the years between 1850 and 1866 
were marked by a great increase in the number of small 
investor# and by the growth of a system of finance 
oompanie#.^^ 
Besides explaining some of the references to cur­
rent events that Dickens uses in Little Dorrit. House also 
discusses some of the Victorian attitudes Dickens is 
demonstrating in the novel. Certain forms of extreme 
Protestantism which placed the Old (Testament on a par 
with the Wew Testament and which accepted the whole 
Bible as being the exact word of God had become dominant 
in the Victorian society, 2his made it possible for those 
who wished to do so to draw their morality from the stern­
est part of the non-Ohristian books, and thus use the 
Old Testament literally in order to justify any action 
and to identify personal desires with the will of God* 
House points out that this process is used by Dickens 
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with lbs* Olemaam* He ale# meat lame that there was a 
current idea of a "oonaervative Providence, ooneerned 
to maintain the existing social divisions and die tri­
but ion of property," and he notes the "ourrent exaltation 
of the advantagea and l^lemmingg of poverty ae a mean# 
of allaying dl«oontent.^^^ 
Much of Dieken#* eocial benevolenoe #a# a proteet 
against the alliance between nonconformity and Mblthuml-
anlem# jhlthua wag literally believed# the Poor la* 
was itself a triumph of Malthueianlem in praotiee, House 
explains that it ia important to underetand that Dickens* 
"Ohrlmtmae attitude" was not valuable for what it met out 
to teaoh, but for what it warn meant to oounteraet* To 
show why his idem of pergonal benevolenoe was mo popular, 
Bouse di*oue#ee the way in whioh Utilitarianiem wa# 
filtered down to the public through euoh people ae Harriet 
Martineau# She wrote of the "necessity and bleeeedaee# of 
3.R 
homely and incessant se If «-discipline," and Mouse ok-
plains this philosophy* 
I#t the poor live hard lives, sober, celi­
bate, and unamusedi let them eat the plainest 
food, pinch to save, * « * then "civilization" 
might win through, And how aptly it fitted 
the gloomier Christian virtues * . , "Homely 
and incessant self-discipline" was, for the 
poor, a necessary consequence of a natural 
law, and blessed by a perversion of the 
Scripture* , # . Set against this background 
a great deal in Dickens which might otherwise 
look merely wayward and sententious, becomes 
intelligible.29 
Another reason for the popularity of this benevolent 
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##atimeat with the mid&le^ola## wae the fear of revo­
lution, which warn a eommoh fear with the Victorian#, and 
the fear of epidemic of cholera, etc* "JBvery subscrip­
tion to a benevolent scheme was in part an insurance 
premium against a revolution or an epidemic, 
Dickens had probably read very little of the econo­
mist# themselves, but, like his readers, took his opinion 
of them from the ideas of Malthusien and laisses»faii* 
principles that were current everywhere. House says 
that "hi# originality was not in his moral and sociologi­
cal subjects themselves, but in the fact that he conveyed 
familiar topics of every kind into fiction."^^ 
George ford's book contains a chapter, "$he Critic 
of Society,** which is also useful in a discussion of the 
validity of Dickens* criticism of his society.As 
usual. Ford stresses the various interpretations and 
the complexities of Dickens' role as a critic of society. 
He say# that in his attitude toward society, one finds 
the "typical asibivalence," At one time he sides with 
Macaulay, "chanting the praises of industrial progress"; 
at another, "he deserts Macaulay and sides with Buskin 
in evoking a happier, more picturesque past#"*̂  ford 
says that there is one consistent point in Aickens' posi­
tion, however* "It was the heartless hardness of both 
utilitarianism and Victorian puritanism that stimulated 
his typical criticism,* and part of the despair of Dickens* 
later novels resulted from his realisation of "how strong 
12) 
and pervasive were the forces which his novels were 
expomiag,"̂  
Ford's âlecuesion of the wajr in which well-kmowa 
contemporaries of Dickens received his social criti­
cism is important in deciding whether ox not Diekerne 
presented an accurate view of the conditions in the 
eocietj* Oarljrle exerciaed a great influence on Dickena# 
and though he disliked the novel me an ar.i form# three 
of Dickens* novels came close to pleasing him̂ -fale of 
3E2 Cizew 
locution Office satire was almost exactly what Garlyle 
wanted# ford notes that Oarlyle "was the embodiment of 
the explosive forces of dissatisfaction underlying the 
complacent exterior of Victorian life# forces of which 
Dickens* novels were also the embodiment.ford says 
that Buskin welcomed Dicken# a# an ally at first# "The 
Carlylean slant of the later novels aèlighted him# and 
Hard $imes. especially# seemed a welcome blast against 
the hard, laiemeg-faire code."̂  later when Buskin felt 
that Dickens had fallen too mmch into agreement with 
Macamlay# he complained that Dickens should use "mere 
accurate analysis" when taking up subjects of "high 
'67 
national importance*" Matthew Arnold in his later years 
greatly admired Dickens# as he too felt he had found an 
ally in him# Ford points out that Dickens* social crit­
icism has much in common with Arnold's—"the mutual 
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target of their satire was the intolerable dullaess 
and hardneae of middle-olaes life rather than it# 
wlekedneee#"^ One of Diokene* severeet oontemporary 
erltloe» fitzjamee Gtephene, who dimliked Diokene for 
his eatire of the eivil eervioe, oomplained that Biokens 
appeared "to get hi# first notions of an abuse from the 
dieoussions which aoeompany its removal.Anthony 
Trollope believed that Biokens* social and politioal 
oritioiem was irresponsible. A@ a.conscientious civil 
servant# Trollope was horrified by Dickens" "fearless 
and explosive haste" in demanding reforms, little Dorrit 
inspired him to write a defense of the civil service in 
<W) 
The fhree Gierke. ford quotes a number of Dickens' 
obituaries as evidence of the feeling of Dickens' con­
temporaries that he "had served as England's conscience." 
Benjamin Jowett said at Dickens * death# 
*# can hardly exaggerate the debt of grati--
tude which is due to a writer who has led us 
to sympathise with these good# true, sincere, 
honest English characters of ordinary life# 
and to laugh at the egotism# the hypocrisy# the 
false respectability of religious professors 
and others.̂ * 
ford concludes that contemporary readers generally valued 
Dickens* criticism# but he does caution of the danger of 
reading Didkena* novels not as novels but ae social history. 
Part of the problem of Dickens* melodrama can also 
be explained if not extenuated by cultural historians like 
ford and House. As the most popular writer of the age# 
Dickens reflected its fondness for sentimentality, ford 
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stresses the great differeaoe between the eenmibility of 
the Victorian Age and our own. Hot only was Little Sell 
applauded by the public, but leading oricios were moved to 
tears, men like Garlyle, landor, Thomaa good, lord Jeffrey# 
ford comment#, "!Po account for the fact that 9#11 eeemed 
a Cordelia to one generation and a little Orphan jnnie 
to another, one can try the resources of explanatory crit-
ioiem*"^ He euggeet# that thie sentimentality might have 
stemmed from a guilt*comple% of the entire society, a form 
of penance for such crimes as child labor, or the final 
culmination of a cult of sensibility which had begun in 
the late eighteenth century# Hwiee aleo tries to explain 
the popularity of Dickens* death scenes, #ith their "plea-
surable eeIf-indulgence," by pointing out that a religion 
changing from "supernatural belief to humanism is very 
poorly equipped to face death, and must dwell on it for 
that very reason*House believes trhat Dickens' reti-
cence to say anything that might be offensive to his 
readers seriously mars his secial criticism, but he sug­
gests that this Victorian attitude might have been a 
protective blind against some of the evils the industrial 
society was generating. 
Raymond Williams in Culture and Society dieousses 
several leading Victorians—Mill, Oarlyle, Kewman, fugin, 
Buskin, Morris, Arnold—and their comments about their 
industrial society. Many of these statements by other 
Victorians about their age are remarkably similar to 
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Diokea#* vl*## of th# la littl* Do%gl$# Ailliame 
#aj# that #ven *111 #a* the danger of th# ladlwewlal 
R#Vol*$laa t«l#tia& aacuzal life, and tho$%a he believed 
la the value of aehBhamlte reform# he #ae *l#o 4aavim>e4 
that ^the oe^ly refoimed Induecilal olvlll&atlo& #a# 
awxow and laadequate*"^^ Ailllame aotee vazijrle'e 
labellia6 of hi# ay;e a# "she #echamleai Age," Oarlyle 
eaw the "ComKltlwof-sa&land'*# 
with a texzlble elazlty$ the eplzltmai eapsl*^ 
mees of the otwurmeterletle eoelal lelatleaehlpe 
of hie day* "^elth Oamh fajmeab ae khe *aele 
mexue* iDeteeea mam aad maa" , , . aad uheze ̂  
a%e eo #aay Ghlj%# »hloh eu^h #111 oet pay*" 
williame aeatlea# Matthe# Arnold'e *ha%dctezl*%le empha?» 
el# on what he ealled "tne gjeat evil of &nk,land the 
wahappy eltuatlom la ehloh the paer and the ileh a^oad 
towarde each otherArnold, like eo m&ny other 
Viotorian», feared she »aKhln$ ela#g movement t;wnla 
eaue* a h%eahd*#a lato violence and anarohy# 
vllliame aleo dieoueee# fug in, imekia, and Jdarrla'a 
commente oa art and eowiety# JPugln eald$ hiatory 
of arohlteottur# le the hie tory of the world, and he went 
oa to uee che art of the period to Jud*&e th** quality of 
th# yimtoriaa ecciety prcduola^ it in tne eame *ay that 
Dlcken# meed hie arohiteoturai deeeriptlone ko ccaugeat ca 
MM 
eociety# Puehia, toe, #*at from art critiola^ to eoelal 
crltloiem in a reaction to induetrlaliem* hie lecture 
on the i^omn Hail in Bradford ie in a eimilar vein to 
eome of Dicheam* eatire. He eaye the caly aj^ropriate 
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style for their ne* building would be one 
built to your great Soddese of "Gettiag-onS $ . 
I can only at preeeni euggeet decorating ita 
frieae with pendant puree#; and making it# 
pillare broad at the baee. for the etieking of 
billB.49 
Williams includes William Morris* statement of hie oppo-
sition to his times* commenting that "this kind of 
opposition is by now very familiar, and we can see in it 
elements of Garlyle, Ruskln, and jpugin# and of the popu* 
larization of these ideas in Dickens#Morris wrote* 
Apart from the desire to produce beautiful 
things# the leading paseion of my life has 
been and is hatred of modern civilization# • • • 
Whit shall I say oonoerning its mastery of and 
its waste of mechanical power, its commonwealth 
eo poor* its enemies of the common?ee1th so 
rich# its stupendous organisation—for the 
misery of life* # * * The struggles of mmnkind 
for many ages had produced nothing but this 
sordid# aimleme, ugly confusion; the immediate 
future seemed to me likely to intensify all 
the present evils by sweeping away the laet 
survivals of the days before the dull squalor 
of civilimetlmn bad settled down on the world*^ 
giz inùuetrial novels WilliamB discusses--Mrs# 
Gaekell'E Wbrj^ Barton wnd Forth end South. Dickens* Hard 
limes. Disraell*e Sybil. Kingsley's Alton I,ocke. and 
George Bliot*'e Pelix Belt, offer a common criticism of 
industilalism# with their recognition of the evil of the 
industrial society and their fear of becoming involved in 
violence, às in moat of Dickens* novels, the protagonists 
of these novels can only find happinees by withdrawing 
from enciety, by emigrating to Canada or by "that device 
of the legacy which solved so many otherwise insoluble 
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problems ia the world of the Yiotorian aovel#"^^ i!he 
actual industrial squalor of the homea and oitiea, the 
idea that England ie two nation» compoeed of rich and 
poor# the fear of working olaee violence—theee idea# 
turn up in all of the novels. In fellsc Molt George 
Bliot descrihee her own society as "vicious," and her 
"favourite metaphor for society ie a net#ork$ a 
'tangled skein*; a 'tangled web'* 'the lon^^-^owing evil# 
of a great nation are a tangled businessall of ùhe#,^ 
terms for the society similar to those Dickens used in 
Little Dorrit. 
In his discussion of Hard limes. Williams says 
Dickens had John Stuart Mill's Political moaoms- in mind 
in his condemnation of the theories Which built Coke town. 
Williame explains Dickens' social criticism in a way 
similar to Orwell: 
*e are miesing Dickens's point if ae fail to 
see that in condemning Thomas Gradgrind, the 
representative figure, we are invited to con? 
demn the kind of thinking and the methods of 
enquiry and legislation which in fact promoted 
a large measure of social and industrial 
reform* & » # fox Dickens is not setting 
Reform against Exploitation* ,,* # His pcei-
tives do not lie in social improvement, but 
rather In what he sees ae the elements of 
human nature—peieonal kindness, sympathy# 
and forbearei)ce& It ie not the model factory 
against the satanic mill, nor is it the human* 
itarion experiment against selfish exploitation* 
It if, rather, individual persons against the 
Because Dickens does not offer any social alternatives to 
Bounderby and Gradgrin, Williams believes that "Dickens's 
social attitude# cancel each other out,*^ and that Dickens* 
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air of Jaavjjag "seen through" eoeiety and of having found 
everyone else out is an adolescent attitude# Me ae*« 
Mard Time* "more a symptom of the confusion of industrial 
eooiety than an underetandimg of it#"^^ 
In demanding solutions for the ills of soeiety from 
Dick#ma$ several of thee# #rltere eeem to forget that 
Dickena is aot- a politician or an administrabor, but an 
«rtist* Edmund Wllmom point# out that Dieken#* politie&l 
novel# are not always clear and satisfaetory because 
Diokene *ae not really interested in politic#. In hi# 
early life ae a court reporter, Dickens acquired a con­
tempt for Parliament and politician# which he did not 
alter during the couree of hie life: 
Dickens mm# eometimee aoûtally etupid about 
politics. Hi« lack of interest in political 
tactic# led him, it ha# sometime# been claimed, 
to oisjaiw the actual elgaificance of the leg-
t#lation he was so prompt to criticdLee $ * # 
Macaiilay couplaInmd thut Dickens did nAt 
understand the Manchester school of utili-
S.ujrltm economics vrhich he crltlci.&ed in ^ard 
Time## But Dickens* criticism doe# r.r>t pretend 
to be theoretical; all he undertaking to do 
is to tell us how practising believers in 
Manohescer utilitarianiem benave and ho# their 
families are likely to fare with them.î  
Wileon goes on to may that this distrust of politic# i# 
actually part of Dicken#* basic hatred of inetltutiona, 
Whenever Dickens deals mith Parliament, la*#, courts, 
public officials, the Church, etc,, "he makes them either 
ridiculous or cruel, or both at the same time."^7 
B# C. Churchill should probably have the final word 
on this subject# For Churchill, Dickens* insistence on 
1)0 
the pereoaal and hatred of institutions is part of his 
particular genims, for he can "alwajs put his finger on 
the social evil which hurt the sufferer the moet#"^ Any 
exaggeration Diekene ueea in coneiderin^ people rather 
than theories or institutions is "bhe neoeeaarj exaggera­
tion of art, the necessary 'fine exeess'.? Churchill 
continues his defense of Dickens by pointing out that: 
Any appreciation of Dickens which restricts itself 
merely to the aptitude of his writing to th# im­
mediate social background is giving us a very 
small part of the real Dickens, no more than we 
should get of Shakespeare if #e took Falstaff 
to he simply a commentary on the reign of Benry 
IV# . . .5T 
Although there is a great deal of truth in House's state-* 
ment that Sickens was not a pioneer in hie social criticism, 
it is not the whole story. In some ways, Ghurchill be­
lieves, Dickens was in advance "of the most advanced 
opinion of the age": 
But he is not less of a novelist because he is 
concerned so directly with social issues; on 
the contrary, he gains in stature as a writer, 
as an artist, by the manner in which he pre­
sents his criticism. If this were not so, 
such parts of his work would be as dead now as 
other nineteenth-century "novels with a pur­
pose. " The gift, the gift of an artist, for 
perceiving the fundamental beneath the parti­
cular, saves him.60 
Dickens supplements hie picture of the society in 
Little Dorrit in hie other later novels. A common fea­
ture of Dombey & 8on. Bleak House. Hard fiioes. Great 
Expectation, and Our Mutual Friend is a criticism of 
Victorian society as a possessive and acquisitive society 
in which all of the people—the highest and the lowest— 
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ar® cojQjieoteà and enslaved by the power of momey. As 
several critics 8%geet, Dickens * own personal diffi­
culties undoubtedly intensified the darkness of these 
later novels, but they did give a valid picture of an 
important part of his society# 
00*010810# 
The effort to cite the results of this exerolee 
and to evaluate my own eritielsm of the novel poses 
another almost Diokenaian problem of point of view-̂ am 
1 to congratulate or flail myself? The general aim of 
the exercise still strikes me as uoeful. The trouble 
with this type of scheme in a thesis, however, is that 
one is then stuck with the first part of the exercise, 
aM student writing stacked up against the full re­
sources of professional critics can seem impoverished# 
as I. A. Biohards* Practical Criticism has so graphi­
cally shown. I was haMioapped in not being able to 
place Mttle Dorr it in the body of Dickens* work, and 
my essay in Part One operated under a disadvantage in 
not being able to compare aM contrast the novel with 
other Dickens* novels or to gain insights from any de­
tailed knowledge of the Victorian period or Dickens* 
life. 
On the whole I did well, though like many of the 
other critics, I neglected certain points and certain 
aspects of the novel, fhls is, of course, a matter of 
emphasis aM of basic critical approach. ïhe original 
question around which the thesis was planned—how well 
a graduate student could uMerstaM and evaluate a mreX 
1)2 
1)) 
withottt tmcmlmg to ##Gondlary 80uxees--*ls perhapa best 
anevaxad merely by the jwctapealtlom of my essay aad 
the âleeuseioa of the varloue orltloe* views. I fiW 
that the Dlôkeme of my aaalyei# has emerged am what 
the M»8t reeemt Dloken# oritlorn are fond of oalllmg the 
"gloomy eymboliet." Beeervatioms about this point may 
be very well for other, earlier Dickens novels# but 
surely not for Little Dorr it. which even Chesterton ad­
mitted was carefully written and pessimistio# It now 
seems to me, however, that my analysis was too narrowly 
concentrated en the prison symbol, à serious naivete 
might be in miy failure to give Dickens his full due 
as a mythological novelist ; I also mî ht have concen­
trated more on the qualities of Dickens that nave gained 
him his immense popularity and power over his readers, 
the energy and vitality in his work* I wonder if I may 
have underrated Little fiorrit» Several critics regard 
it as Dickens * masterpiece, though I would chink that 
Great Expectations or Bleak House might be considered 
more power^l novels. Certain other sections of #y 
paper require no apology. 
from the recent criticism of Dickens I would single 
out as indispensable for a knowledge of Dickens in re­
lation to his period, Humphry Mouse's The Dickens World: 
for an approach to Dickens generally, George Orwell and 
Edmund Wilson's essays complement one another nicely| 
1)4 
for littl# Dorrit partioialarLy» Lionel îiilliag aaâ 
John Wain's essaye; and for Dickens* style, faylor 
Stoehr, Dickenst 2he Dreamer's Stance and Robert daxis* 
The Dickens Theatre. Essentially^ with Dickens we are 
still back in bhe controversy between his early critics, 
Gissiag and Chesterton, The question# "rfhat is fantasy, 
what is reality?" continues to tease the critic, I would 
like to see for Little Dorrit work similar to Dorothy 
Van Ghent * s essay on Gr eat Ekoectétimm# in her bock Tip 
KoKlish level> one which would use with facility and 
skill textual analysis, cultural history, biographical 
data, anthropology, psychology. 
The or it Iç-jtuigtiog-'Cr Itic* judging-cr it ic rsund 
sl̂ ht Beem to smack & bit of the Circumlccuticn Office 
itself, but essentially the critical practice suggested 
in this paper seems to be valuable—to do intensive work 
on the work of art itself as an organic entity, then t# 
turn to scholars and critics, and learn from them. Hope­
fully, having performed this exercise, a student might 
then be able to teach the novel with some dispatch or 
in some way to combine the three sections and produce an 
essay on little Dorr it that might be a contribution to 
Dickens criticism. 
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